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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Environmental Fullerene Chemistry: Elucidating Critical Reaction Pathways and Resulting Products in
the Aqueous Phase
by
Jiewei Wu
Doctor of Philosophy in Energy, Environmental & Chemical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2016
Professor John Fortner, Chair

As the production of fullerenes and fullerene-based materials approaches industrial scale,
there are increasing interests/concerns regarding their (potential) environmental impact(s) upon
release. To date, a number of critical, aqueous-based fullerene transformation pathways under
environmentally relevant conditions remain poorly understood. Comprehensive, fundamental,
and quantitative understanding of the potential (major) reaction pathways and resulting products
of fullerene materials, particularly in aquatic systems, is now crucial for their accurate fate,
transport, life cycle, risk assessment(s), and thus ultimate material sustainability.
Herein, this dissertation is focused on identifying and elucidating aqueous
transformation pathways of fullerene materials, focused on C60 as a model fullerene, under a
variety of relevant environmental scenarios. First, we elucidate the mechanisms by which
hydrophobic, solid fullerene and hydrogenated C60 derivatives become water available/stable
through extended mixing, without transferring solvents, in the presence of light and electron
acceptors (e.g. oxygen). Resulting products exist as stable nano-scale C60 aggregates (termed as
xi

aqu/nC60) or, depending on the reaction, as oxidized fullerenes (termed as fullerol), respectively.
Additionally, water stable/soluble fullerenes (nC60 and fullerol) can undergo further oxidation by
common oxidants such as free chlorine, which is dramatically enhanced via photo-irradiation
(under sunlight mimicked conditions). Finally, under environmentally relevant reducing
scenarios, oxidized fullerene derivatives (fullerol) were also observed to be susceptible to
reduction reactions by effective electron donors (e.g. zero-valent zinc). For all, reactions were
explored and described via kinetic analyses with resulting products completely characterized via
a battery of analytical techniques (e.g.13C-NMR, FTIR, Raman Spectroscopy, XPS, TEM, UVvis, QCM-D, etc.) as well as comparative (physical) partitioning behaviors. Overall, these new
findings highlight the likely potential for fullerene aqueous-based transformations within a
variety of common environmental scenarios. It is demonstrated that such reactions will also
generate products with significantly altered physicochemical properties, which correspondingly
result in relatively different partitioning/transport behavior(s) in natural systems. This body of
work also underscores the clear and present need to consider and fundamentally understand other
advanced (nano)material(s) aqueous reactivities, in both natural and engineered treatment
systems if a sustainable nanomaterial industry is to be eventually realized.

xii

Chapter 1 :Introduction
1.1. Background
1.1.1. Fullerene Structure and Physical Property
Engineered, nanoscale carbon based materials (including fullerenes, and carbon
nanotubes) possess inherently unique physical and chemical properties, underpinning their broad
application potential in a range of materials based technologies.1 Fullerenes are particularly
novel carbon based nanomaterials, which were first hypothetically proposed by Eiji Osawa in
19702 and observed experimentally later by Drs. Kroto, Smalley and Curl at Rice University in
1985.3
Buckminsterfullerene (C60), was the first fullerene empirically observed and as Osawa
hypothesized, C60 is a carbon allotrope, existing as a symmetrical, caged molecule consisting of
60 carbon atoms (or more for larger fullerenes) with each junction as an identical carbon vertex
(sp2 hybridized), arranged as 12 pentagons isolated by 20 hexagons, which is similar to that of a
soccer ball structure.4 The structure of C60 is depicted in Figure 1.1, with the bonding of the two
hexagons ([6,6] bonds) being shorter than that between a hexagon and a pentagon ([5,6] bonds).4
The diameter of C60 has been determined by NMR measurements to be 7.10 ± 0.07Å, with the
volume of a single C60 molecule was estimated to be 1.87×10-22 cm3 (effective π-electron cloud
was considered).5

1

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a C60 molecule.4
The properties of C60, in solid state as well as in solution (as dissolved molecule), have
been widely investigated and selected physical properties related to this thesis are tabulated in
Table 1-1. Based on its icosahedral symmetric structure, C60 exhibits significant non-polarity in
various organic solvents, including polar and H-bonding solvents (e.g. acetone and methanol),
and thus C60 is extremely insoluble in most monopolar or bipolar solvents. In more apolar
solvents, such as benzenes and naphthalene, the solubility of C60 is appreciable. The solubility of
C60 in various solvents is listed in Table 1-2. UV-vis absorption spectra of C60 in selected
solvents are shown in Figure 1.2, existing between 190 to 400 nm, which is due to 1T1u-1Ag
transitions, as well as between 410 to 620 nm which is contributed by orbital forbidden singletsinglet transitions.4, 6

2

Table 1-1: Selected physical properties of C60 4, 5, 7-10
Solubility in Water

2.6-8 ng/L

Density

1.65 g/cm3

Standard Heat of Formation

9.08 kcal/mol

Index of Refraction

2.2 at 630 nm wavelength

Sublimation Point

800 K

Resistivity

1014 ohms/m

Crystal Structure

Face centered cubic (>255K);

Cage Diameter

7.1 Å
Simple
cubic
(<255 K)
5×10-6 torr at room temperature

Vapor Pressure

Table 1-2: Solubility of C60 in a variety of solvents.4, 11
Solvent

[C60] mg/mL

n-Hexane

0.043

n-Decane

0.071

Chloroform

0.16

Benzene

1.7

Toluene

2.8

Acetone

0.001

Methanol

0.000

1-Methylnaphthalene

33

1-Chloronaphthalene

51

3

Figure 1.2: UV-vis spectra of C60 dissolved in different solvents.6

1.1.2. Fullerene Chemical Reactivity
Ground-state Reactivity
With 12 pentagonal rings and 20 hexagonal rings arranged as a symmetrical
(icosahedral), closed-cage molecule, C60 is considered to be a highly stable compound with only
sp2 hybridized carbon system.4 However, due to the arranged structure, there are no double
bonds within the pentagon rings, which results in poorly delocalized (regional confined)
electrons, and thus C60 is more reactive than initially expected, displaying both aromatic and
olefinic-like properties.10 Due to sp2 carbons, which are typically strongly electron-withdrawing
(inductive effects), fullerenes are normally electron-attracting (electrophilic).12 The energy
4

difference between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO, t 1u-symmetry) and the
LUMO+1 (t1g-symmetry) molecular orbitals is comparatively low, at 0.243 eV.13 Therefore, C60
acts as an electron deficient compound and one molecule can accept up to 6 electrons in
vacuum.4,

14-19

In a mixed solvent with toluene and acetonitrile, the reduction of C60 was

identified via cyclic voltammetry study with a reversible slow scan rate at 100 mV/s, and the
stepwise half reduction potentials (E1/2 of Fc/Fc+) were characterized which ranging from -0.98
to -3.26 V.15 Among all the possible reaction routes, addition reactions of C60 have been widely
studied, leading to various fullerene derivatives which have been applied / suggested for a
number of different fields, and include: cycloadditions20, 21, bridging involved additions22-24, and
additions of separate (isolated) functional groups (e.g. hydrogen, halogens, etc.)25-28. Substitution
reactions, which can only occur for fullerene derivatives, can be categorized, classically, as
nucleophilic or electrophilic substitution.10 For example, chlorinated C60 readily reacts with
sodium methoxide, resulting in products such as C60(OMe)34.29 Another important ‘group’ of C60
reactivity is polymerization, with two typical types as “pearl necklace” and “pendant chain”
polymers-based arrangements.10 For example, polymerization of C60 can be achieved through
reaction with Pd2(dibenzylideneacetone)3CHCl3, resulting C60Pdn, which was the first
organometallic polymer of C60.30 Primary reaction routes of C60 are organized in Figure 1.3.

5

Figure 1.3: Primary C60 reaction routes.10
Photo-reactivity
C60 is known to be photo sensitive and easily excited to 1C60* (state) from the ground
singlet state (1C60), as well as being partially transformed to an excited triplet state (3C60*)
through intersystem crossing.22,

31

The triplet excited state (3C60*) is susceptible to various

quenching processes, including ground state quenching, triplet-triplet annihilation, and selfquenching. The singlet oxygen (1O2), produced by the quenching of triplet excited state 3C60* in
presence of O2, is also capable of accepting electrons from (other) electron donors, leading to the
formation of superoxide radical (O2•-). Additionally, there is an alternative pathway for electron

6

transfer to occur as triplet excited state 3C60* can also accept an electron from other electron
donor(s) and consequently transfer it to an electron acceptor. If said electron acceptor is oxygen,
the superoxide radical (O2•-) will be produced.31, 32 Figure 1.4 shows possible electron transfer
processes through C60 photo-excitation in the presence of oxygen and other appropriate electron
donors.
C60
1

C60

2

C60

Self Quenching
+ 3 Sens*
T-T Sensitization

hv

1

C60*

3

ED

ED
O2

C60 + 1O2*
Singlet Oxygen Generation
Q

C60*

O2+C60
Pathway (a)

C60 + 3Q*

T-T Energy Transfer
hv

hv

Q

(C60----Q)*
Excited Charge Transfer Complex
C60

C60
Fluorescence

Phosphorescence
ED

ED

O2

O2
Pathway (b)

Figure 1.4: Photo-excited C60 electron transfer mediating scheme.13, 32

1.1.3. Fullerenes in Water
C60 exhibits exceedingly low solubility in polar solvents, including water, which is
estimated to be 8 ng/L.33 Despite such (seemingly) incompatibility, fullerenes are able to enter
aqueous systems via the following routes34: (1) formation of nanoscale fullerene aggregates in
the aqueous phase; (2) surface interaction/encapsulation with polymers or coatings, such as
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natural organic matter (NOM) and surfactants; (3) chemical reactions resulting in covalent
functional group additions that are polar in nature (e.g. oxygen-based moieties).

Water Stable C60 Aggregates (nC60)
The formation of water-stable, nano-scale, colloidal C60 aggregates, termed as ‘nanoC60’ or ‘nC60’, occurs through a number of processes including direct or indirect solvent
exchanges,6, 35-37 or even through simple, extended mixing of solid C60 with water (whereby no
transfer solvent is used)33, 38-40. Stability and dispersion status of the resulting aggregates are
mainly determined by the electrostatic repulsive forces created by the negative charges on the
particle surface. One proposed charge transfer mechanism hypothesis, termed as “localized
hydrolysis”, has been proposed by Andrievsky et al. whereby hydrophobic C60 is stabilized by
electron donor-acceptor (EDA) complexation with water, which can be expressed as C60 + H2O
 C60(OH)- + H+.41 However, for this to occur, the energy barrier of exciting the electron for
initiation of such a surface charge complex formation would require additional energy to the
system.42 Others also have suggested that hydroxyl ions sorption onto the C60 aggregates surfaces
to provide as the net negative charge source.43-45 The current state of theory with regard to nC60
surface negative charge formation is later discussed, in detail, within Chapter 2. Once formed,
the physicochemical behavior of fullerene cluster is significantly different compared to the
parent form, especially in aqueous environmental systems. Distinct from the solid-state fullerene,
which undergoes assumingly heterogeneous reactions at the water-solid interface, water stable,
nanoscale clusters/crystals of fullerenes should prove more reactive in the aqueous phase based
on increasing surface area and/or dispersion status.46, 47
Hydroxylated fullerene (Fullerenol/Fullerol)
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Hydroxylated fullerenes (termed as fullerenol or fullerol) are the most extensively
studied fullerene family of derivatives and are soluble in water by orders of magnitude more than
parent C60, with a maximum solubility of 59 mg/mL (>10 orders of magnitude higher than C60),
upon extensive oxidation.48 Used extensively as primers for the synthesis of fullerene-containing
polymers in biomedical applications36,

43

, hydroxylated fullerene can be obtained through a

variety of approaches. For example, polynitroadducts precursors C60(NO2)n can be hydrolyzed
by NaOH to form C60(OH)x.49, 50 Similarly, it can also be synthesized through the hydrolysis of
polycyclosulfonated fullerene derivatives via reactions in NaOH solutions at room temperature.51
Fullerols can also be prepared through the interaction of fullerene-borane derivatives with a
mixture of H2O2 and NaOH.52 Reactions of fullerene with metal potassium can produce watersoluble fullerols with ca. 27 hydroxyl groups.53 In addition to controlled synthesis routes,
fullerols were observed as the major product when water-soluble, C60 nanoscale aggregates
(nC60) are exposed to photo irradiation, including sunlight. Lee et al. studied the photochemical
transformation of nC60 upon exposure to UVC irradiation (256 nm) and identified water-soluble
hydroxylated fullerene (fullerol) as the major product.54 Additionally, hydroxylation and surface
oxygenation occurred upon exposure of nC60 to UVA irradiation (300-400 nm) in the presence of
dissolved oxygen, with the intermediate product broadly identified as fullerol.55 Hou et al.
suggested that the products of a 947 h exposure of nC60 to sunlight had oxygen-containing
functional groups and were similar to commercial fullerols (C60(O)x(OH)y, where x+y = 22).56
Significant variations of the energy difference(s) between the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) have been observed in highly
hydroxylated fullerenes.57 Depending on the derivative, hydroxylated fullerenes can catalyze
reactive oxygen species (ROS) via ultraviolet58-61, visible light60 and laser irradiation22. Further,
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the reactivity of fullerol is largely dependent on the number and position(s) of hydroxyl groups.62
For these systems, primary reactive oxygen species (ROS) include singlet oxygen and
superoxide with secondary ROS (hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide and perhydroxyl
radicals) produced by the subsequent (side chain) reactions.60, In the dark, fullerols can act as an
efficient ROS scavengers, including hydroxyl radicals63, superoxide64,

65

and hydrogen

peroxide66 - with higher scavenging activity for hydroxyl radicals (•OH), compared superoxide
(O2•-).67 As C=C bonds can be vulnerable to free radical attack, the electrophilic potential of the
fullerol decreases and the free radical scavenging ability is diminished for higher levels of
hydroxylation.67

1.2. Research Significance
Since their discovery, fullerenes have been detected in nature, occurring in materials
produced by high-energy, oxygen limited events, such as lightening striking carbonaceous earth
and even at meteor impact sites (e.g. K2 boundary layer).68-70 C60 was also found in soot
generated from the combustion of hydrocarbons (coal)

71

, as well as from simple candle flame

soots.69 Besides pristine (parent) fullerene as C60, fullerene derivatives (e.g. hydroxylated
fullerene, hydrogenated fullerene, carboxylated fullerene, oxygenated fullerene, amino fullerene,
etc.) have been produced with specific, yet different material properties, including specific (and
highly varied) biological response(s). Finally, oxidized fullerene derivatives (e.g. fullerol) have
also been shown to occur naturally, as discussed above.54, 55, 72, 73
With now realized that industrial scale use for a variety of applications, including
electronics, solar cells, pharmaceuticals, optics, lubricants, and cosmetics49, 74-76, the probability
of fullerenes to inadvertently enter the environment is highly likely. In this context, the chemistry
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of fullerenes as it relates to abiotic transformations, transport, and eventual fate, to date, has not
been quantitatively characterized with many common environmental reactants/reaction
scenarios. In (environmentally) relevant reduction-oxidation conditions, cycling reaction
kinetics, and pathways of pristine fullerene and corresponding daughter species will likely guide
the ultimate material risk as it relates both to exposure in nature and human beings. In other
words, the environmental chemistry will, to a high degree, determine the stable daughter species
in (longest) contact with biota. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the chemical
behavior of fullerenes and their environmental derivatives, focused here on aqueous systems, is
essential toward the accurate evaluation of the toxicity risk and appropriate formulation of
effective waste disposal/management design and protocols.

1.3. Research Objectives
The overall research objective of this Ph.D. thesis aims to identify and detail, key
oxidative and reductive pathways, reaction kinetics, and resulting derivatives of fullerenes, using
C60 as a model material, in aqueous systems. This work, for the first time in many cases,
provides quantitative data needed to understand the material’s life cycle with regard to
transformation processes (within the carbon cycle). Specific objectives of this thesis include:

Objective 1: Quantitatively elucidate surface reactions associated with aqueous solvation
processes of hydrophobic fullerenes (fullerene aggregation formation and molecular
derivatization) at the solid-liquid / aggregates interfaces.

Objective 2: Identify and elucidate additional (secondary) transformation pathways of waterstable and soluble fullerene in common oxidizing (aqueous) environments. Reaction descriptions
11

aim to quantify the transformation pathways, products, and inform basic kinetic modeling
efforts.

Objective 3: To identify and elucidate transformation pathways, kinetics and products of
oxidized C60 derivatives within reducing aqueous systems/reactions.

1.4. Overview of Dissertation
Based on the stated objectives, this dissertation is structured around three tasks, which
are organized in Figure 1.5. Each task is addressed in one or two subsequent chapters, with
additional background, motivation, experimental approach/methodology and frame of reference
also provided, accordingly.

Figure 1.5: Overview of research tasks.
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Task 1: Solid State Fullerene Solvation and Derivation in Water
Task 1 is addressed in Chapters 2 and 3. Solvation processes of solid hydrophobic
fullerene and hydrogenated fullerenes (termed as fulleranes, C60(H)x) were evaluated through
batch experiments under a series of environmentally relevant conditions. For these systems,
solvation (reaction) kinetics were described and compared within different reacting scenarios,
including those in ground-state and photo-excited (UVA) state. Reactive oxygen species (e.g.
•OH, 1O2, and O2•-) were observed to be key reactants during all solvation processes; and their
relative contributions were quantitatively described with multiple regression models.
Transformations products were characterized and described through a battery of analytical
techniques and instrumentation, including FTIR, XPS, DLS, and TEM.
Task 2: Water Soluble Fullerene Oxidation Reaction Kinetics and Pathways
Task 2 is addressed in Chapters 4 and 5. In Task 2, oxidation pathways of the fullerene
aggregates and fullerene derivatives (nC60 and fullerol, respectively) were explored in the
presence of electron acceptors (free chlorine here), with corresponding reaction kinetics and
mechanisms detailed. Each process was evaluated under both dark and photo-irradiation
conditions as batch reactions. Parent materials, intermediates, and stable products were analyzed
by a suite of analytical approaches (13C-NMR, FTIR, XPS, Raman Spectroscopy, QCM-D,
partitioning experiments, etc.). The reaction pathways and mechanisms were identified and
illustrated through integration of kinetics modeling and resulting product characterization.
Task 3: Water Soluble Fullerene Reduction Reaction Kinetics and Pathways
Task 3 is addressed in Chapter 6. Reduction of water-soluble oxidized fullerene
(fullerol) was described with zero-valent zinc (Zn(0)). Reaction kinetics was compared through
13

batch experiments under a series of environmentally relevant conditions (e.g. oxidation-reduction
potentials, dissolved oxygen). Resulting products were characterized and described through 13CNMR, FTIR, XPS, UV-vis, DLS, and TEM analyses. In addition, (surface) physical properties
were evaluated through traditional water-octanol partition experiments and QCM-D
measurements. Finally, a reduction mechanism is proposed.
Conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7 along with recommendations for future
research.
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Chapter 2 :Photo-enhanced Fullerene Solvation in
Water: Reactive Oxygen Species Generation and
Roles in nC60 Formation Process
Abstract
Despite negligible water solubility, solid fullerenes (e.g. C60, C70) have been widely
reported to become available in water through extended stirring (without transferring solvents),
forming stable nano-scale C60 aggregates (termed as aqu/nC60). However, to date, mechanistic
understanding of such colloidal formation(s) remains outstanding. To address this,

photo-

enhanced nC60 formation through the extensive mixing of solid fullerene powder in water is
fundamentally described in this work through a matrix of batch reaction experiments over a
range of environmentally relevant scenarios (e.g. oxidation-reduction potentials, photoirradiation, etc.). Formation kinetics indicates that electron acceptors (e.g. dissolved
oxygen/ROS) and photo-irradiation simultaneously play key roles in the colloidal (nC60)
formation process. nC60 formation rates were correlated with concentrations of reactive oxygen
species using simple and multiple linear regression models with relative contributions observed
to be: •OH > 1O2 > O2•-. Advanced surface characterizations using XPS and FTIR indicate nC60
surfaces were oxidized as a function of ROS concentration.
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2.1. Introduction
Fullerene materials are now produced at the industrial scale77, 78 and applied in a variety
of fields (e.g. electronic materials, superconductor, fuel cells, cosmetics and medical
therapeutics).79-83 As a model fullerene, C60 is extremely hydrophobic, resulting in very low
water solubility (ca. 10-9 mg/L).11, 84, 85 However, the availability of C60 in water can be enhanced
by ~11 orders of magnitude (up to 100 mg/L) through the formation of the water-stable, colloidal
nanoscale aggregates termed here as “nano-C60” (nC60). nC60 formation has been reported mostly
through solvent exchange methods, starting with dissolution of C60 in organic solvents, such as
tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene, acetone and ethanol, before mixing into (forming) water.
Organic transfer solvents can then be subsequently removed through distillation, sonication,
and/or solvent exchange.6, 35, 36, 43, 86 Without a transfer organic solvent, Cheng et al. observed
that, through extended mixing of C60 powder, in water, a yellow suspension of “small stable
aggregates” with the size of 1-3 µm in diameter was formed after two days.87 Different from a
“bottom-up” approach through solvent exchange process, bulk solid powder C60 was
mechanically broken up through mixing, seemingly experiencing a “top-down” process of
colloid formation in water.38-40, 88 Since, others have also observed this phenomenon with a large
size range of nC60 reported (from ~10 to 3000 nm), which is also termed as aqu/nC60.38-40, 45, 87-92
When compared to solvent exchange methods, these materials exhibited less crystallinity and
typically larger (size) dispersivitiy (smooth and round for smaller clusters, blunt and angular for
large clusters).

40, 89, 90, 93

Dhawan et al. evaluated the genotoxicity of aqu/nC60 towards the

response of human lymphocyte, demonstrating that there is stronger associated genotoxicity of
aqu/nC60 than with EthOH/nC60 (ethanol to water solvent exchange).86 Antibacterial activity of
aqu/nC60 was also demonstrated with Bacillus subtilis, with minimal inhibitory concentrations
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(MIC) observed to be less than 1 mg/L, which is 1 order magnitude less than that of THF/nC60
(THF to water solvent exchange).40
Compared with controlled solvent exchange synthesis approaches, simple mixing of C60
in water reflects a more likely pathway for environmental release/exposure. There have been a
variety of mechanisms proposed for this phenomenon. Chang et al. proposed simultaneously
occurring “top-down” and “bottom-up” processes (compared with solvent exchange routes) for
nC60 formation in the presence of carboxylic acids in water.38 After reducing the pristine size of
C60 to 20 ~ 100 nm with hand-grinding in agate mortar, hydrophobic C60 powder was found
being dispersible (17 wt. % total) in water even without the aid of surfactant/solvent.94 As
reported by previous studies, (negative) charge formation on aqu/nC60 clusters surfaces (zeta
potential from -20 to -60 mV), provides repulsive electrostatic interactions endowing aqueous
stability of nC60.39,

45, 86, 91, 93

For nC60 generated through solvent exchange processes, the

negative surface charge is hypothesized to originate from organic solvent molecules (for example,
as for THF as the transfer solvent, it occurred between ether oxygen to C60 molecule).41, 44 For
aqu/nC60, with a less negative charge compared with solvent/nC60, interactions with aqueous
constituents can only be considered. Brant et al. hypothesized that a hydration process was the
main source of aq/nC60’s negative surface charges.4 It was also proposed that adsorption of
hydroxyl ions on the fullerene cluster surface, or that fullerene can being surrounded with
clathrate-like icosahedral water cluster via weak hydrogen bonding, may be responsible for the
negative charge formation.41,

45

It has also been revealed that the formation of aqu/nC60 is

affected by solution chemistry, such as solution pH, types and concentrations of electrolytes,
natural organic matters (NOM), carboxylic acids, initial C60 concentration, and particles size,
etc.38, 45, 88, 90, 91, 95, 96 Other studies have reported that the formation of aqu/nC60 was significantly
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enhanced in the presence of NOM, forming colloids with smaller sizes and more uniform
distribution.90,

95, 96

Steric effects (hindrance) exerted by NOM molecules adsorbed on nC60

surface was proposed as the major factor controlling the stability of these systems.90, 95 It has also
been shown that under sunlight irradiation, the dispersion of nC60 with NOM was shown to be
dramatically enhanced, with a smaller size distribution. Under these conditions, it was
hypothesized that a small amount of transformed (oxidized) nC60 adduct on the pristine nC60
surface in the presence of NOM, plays a significant role in suspending aqu/nC60.91, 95 In the
absence of NOM, Indeglia et al. recently reported that the formation kinetics of aqu/nC60 was
significantly enhanced under ambient light irradiation.92 It was suggested that increased amounts
of partially mono-oxygenated derivatives (early-stage as epoxide groups; late-stage as hydroxyl
groups), produced through reactive oxygen species in the presence of light, were involved in the
repulsion forces between particles.92 Murdianti et al. suggested that aqu/nC60 formation strongly
relied on the small quantity of an [6,6]-closed epoxide derivative, which was produced through
exposure to ambient ozone.97 As previously reported, partially oxidized C60 cluster surfaces play
a crucial role in the dispersion/formation of aqu/nC60 through extensive mixing in water.
Fullerene photo-reactivity has been extensively studied and a variety of reactive oxygen
species have been demonstrated in the presence of oxygen and light.4 Among fullerene-based
photocatalytic systems, singlet oxygen (1O2) has been identified as the primary species produced
(in the presence of electron acceptors, e.g. O2), superoxide can be produced with an effective
electron-donor; and hydroxyl radicals can be generated as a secondary ROS species after primary
oxygen species formation.58, 98-101 Regarding the photo-reactivity of fullerenes in aqueous phase,
it has also been demonstrated that singlet oxygen and superoxide can be generated upon
irradiating a nC60 suspension102, furthermore, water-soluble oxygenated fullerene derivatives (e.g.
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fullerols) were proved to show higher ROS production efficiency under UV or sunlight
irradiation compared with nC6060, 102, 103. Besides ROS generation, C60 itself in triplet excited
state

(3C60*) under photo-irradiation is susceptible to various deactivation processes (e.g.

ground-state quenching, triplet-triplet annihilation, etc.), thus exhibiting enhanced reactivity
compared to the ground-state.4
In this study, aqu/nC60 formation, through extensive mixing in water and under a variety
of environmentally relevant conditions, was investigated through a matrix of batch experiments.
For the first time, three types of possible involved ROS (1O2, O2•-, and •OH) were monitored
during the solvation processes, and the relationships between aqu/nC60 formation rates and ROS
concentration were quantitatively correlated. Solvated products under different experimental
conditions were characterized using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), total
organic carbon (TOC) analysis, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Materials
C60 and fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y=8-10, x+y ~24, purity > 99%) were purchased
from MER (Tucson, AZ). Fullerol stock suspensions (40 mg/L) were prepared by adding powder
fullerol to ultrapure water and stirring for 24 hours in the dark. The golden colored suspensions
were vacuum filtered through 0.22 µm PES membrane (Corning, NY) and stored in the dark at
room temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 °C). nC60/THF suspensions were prepared through solvent
exchange using C60 saturated tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution following the method described by
Fortner et al.6 The residual THF in suspension was removed in a stirred-cell membrane unit
(Amicon, molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 10,000 Da) through > 99.5% (volume) water
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replacement. Fullerol and nC60/THF solutions remained stable in water for months based on the
measurement by UV-vis, DLS, and visual inspection. Hydrogen peroxide, furfuryl alcohol,
sodium benzoate, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, trifluoroacetic acid, methanol, acetonitrile were all
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The purities of all chemicals are at reagent level
and solvents are at HPLC level.

2.2.2. Aqu/nC60 Formation Batch Experiments
The solvation experiments were conducted as batch reactions with 0.5 g/L solid C60
powder extensively mixed via magnetic stirring (500 rpm) in 50 mL of ultrapure water in
customized quartz reactors (Technical Glass Products) under a series of environmentally relevant
conditions, listed in Table 2-1. Photo-irradiated experiments were conducted in a customized
bench-scale photo-reactor built with two circuitous monochromatic UV-A lamps (BHK, CA) on
each wall and fans on each side for heat dissipation. For photo-irradiation conditions, the light
intensity was initially calibrated to (2000 ± 50 µW/cm2) with a radiometer (UVP, Inc.), and was
monitored regularly during the reactions (corrected if needed). The solvation experiments were
also conducted with different dissolved oxygen concentrations during the reactions. For
anaerobic and 5% oxygen conditions , solutions (50 mL) were sparged with N2 gas and 5%
oxygen/N2 (Airgas, Bowling Green, KY) for at least 1 hour before the reaction, to reduce the
dissolved oxygen concentration to 0.3 ±0.1 ppm and 2.1 ±0.3 ppm, respectively. The dissolved
oxygen concentrations for the above conditions were maintained by Teflon crimp-sealed caps
(Wheaton Industries Inc.) and sparged with N2 or 5% oxygen/N2 gas for 30 minutes after every
sampling, leaving the sealed reactor with a slightly positive pressure. For aerobic conditions, the
reaction solutions were open to the air and the dissolved oxygen concentrations remained at 8.9 ±
0.5 ppm during the reaction. The DO concentrations of the reacting solutions were tested initially
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and monitored with a microprobe DO meter (Neofox system, Oceanoptics) during the reaction.
Hydrogen peroxide was also added initially into 0.5 g/L C60 solutions to achieve the
concentrations at 0.025%, 0.05%, 0.1%, and 0.25% (w/w). Also, fullerene derivatives were
created initially through mixing 0.5 g/L C60 solution with 5 mg/L fullerol or 2.5 mg/L THF/nC60.
During the reactions, sample aliquots were taken and filtered with 0.45 µm PES membranes
(Millipore Corporation, MA) to separate and collect solvated products in water. UV-vis spectra
(190-800 nm) of the solvated products were obtained by a Varian Cary Bio50 UV-vis
spectrometer (Agilent Technology, CA). The absorptions at a wavelength of 340 nm (as one of
1

T1u-1Ag transition peaks, molar adsorption coefficient = 4.486 × 104 M-1cm-1) were selected to

identify the concentration of formed nC60 during the solvation experiments because the
concentrations of nC60 was linearly correlated to that measured via HPLC after extraction to
toluene.47, 54, 55, 84 To create the conditions with different levels of ROS, t-BuOH (100 mM) was
initially added into the system in the presence of H2O2 with selected concentrations (Table 2-1).
All of the above experiments were conducted in duplicate at room temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 °C).
Dark control experiments were also conducted and listed in detail in Table 2-1. Solvated C60
products in water (filtered with 0.45 µm membrane) were collected at the end of the reaction (3
days) for TOC analyses with a TOC-L total carbon analyzer (Shimadzu Scientific Instrument,
Inc., MD).

2.2.3. Reactive Oxygen Species Concentration Measurement
The concentrations of the possible involved reactive oxygen species, •OH, 1O2, and O2•-,
were monitored over the reactions, using specific molecular probes and assays. For detection of
hydroxyl radicals’ concentration, 10 mM sodium benzoate (BA), as the indicator, was added
initially into the reactions under different experimental conditions listed in Table 2-1. The
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concentrations of p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBA) and sodium benzoate were measured using a
Waters e2695 HPLC (Waters Corporation, MA) equipped with Waters 2648 UV-vis detector and
a Cosmosil C18-PAQ column (4.6×250mm). The mobile phase was a mixture of acetonitrile and
1% TFA/water (65:35, v/v) at 1 mL/min. The wavelengths for p-HBA and sodium benzoate
quantification were 255 and 270 nm, respectively.104 Here, p-HBA was detected under certain
conditions with comparably lower levels of hydroxyl radicals (the change of BA concentrations
was below detection limit). The reactions and reaction rates between hydroxyl radical and
benzoate acid can be expressed as104, 105
•OH + BA → Intermediates (kB= 4.3 * 109 M-1s-1)
-

d[BA]
dt

= 5.87

d[p-HBA]
dt

= kB [BA][•OH]

(1)

(2)

The concentration of 1O2 were determined using furfuryl alcohol (FFA, 10 mM) as an indicator
and quantified by HPLC with the mobile phase as the mixture of methanol and water (1:1, v/v) at
1 mL/min at wavelength of 219 nm.106 The reaction and reaction rates for 1O2 reacting with FFA
can be expressed as102, 107:
1

O2 + FFA → Products
−

d[FFA]
dt

(kF = 1.2 × 108 M-1s-1)

= kF [FFA][1O2 ]

(3)

(4)

Productions of O2•- were quantified by the spectrophotometric methods using 2,3-Bis(2methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide (XTT) sodium salt as an
indicator. The stock solution was prepared and stocked for no longer than one week at 4oC. The
products of XTT-formazan were formed through XTT reduction by O2•-, the concentration of
which was measured using UV-vis spectroscopy with a wavelength of 470 nm.108,
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The

concentration of XTT formazan generated was calculated with the molar extinction coefficient
2.16×104 M-1cm-1. The reaction and reaction rate between superoxide and XTT can be expressed
as109:
XTT + 2O2•-+ H+ → XTT Formazan (Reduced) + O2 (kX = 8.59 × 104 M-1s-1) (5)
d[XXT]

-

dt

=

d[XTT Formazan]
dt

= kx [XTT][O2•-]

(6)

Here, the concentration of each reactive oxygen species (•OH, 1O2, and O2•-) at steady-state were
employed to quantitatively evaluate the roles of those during nC60 formation. These
concentrations can be calculated by (indicator degradation reactions followed different reaction
rate laws, shown in Figure S2.1-S2.3) equation (7) and (8):
[ROS]ss =
[ROS]ss =

kobs
k∗[Indicator]0
kobs

(7)

(8)

k

Equations (7) and (8) were employed if indicator degradation followed zero-order reaction and
first-order reaction, respectively. [ROS]ss is the calculated steady-state concentration of three
types of reactive oxygen species, [Indicator]0 is the initial concentration of BA, FFA, and XTT,
kobs is the experimentally derived zero-order or first-order rate constant (simulated in Figure
S2.1-S2.3), and k (kB, kF, and kX) is the rate constant for the reaction of ROS (•OH, 1O2, and O2•-)
towards the corresponding indicator (Equation (1), (3), and (5)). Control experiments in pure
water system (no solid C60) were conducted in order to remove the ROS background derived
from water with UV irradiation.
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2.2.4. Products Characterization
Solvated nC60 products were collected at the end of the reaction for 3 days, and those
formed in the presence of different levels of H2O2 were washed with a stirred-cell (Amicon,
molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 1000 Da) for at least 5 times until the residual H2O2
background was completely removed (indicated by UV-vis spectra and pH of the out-flow
solutions). Here a low MWCO membrane (1000 Da) was used in order to avoid losing partial
oxidized fullerene soft clusters. The solvated products were analyzed by attenuated total
reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Nexus 470 FT-IR, Thermo Nicolet, NC) with
a ZnSe trough. Liquid samples in the trough were dried in a vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific,
NC) at room temperature. For XPS analyses, solvated fullerene products were dried on lithium
wafers (Sigma Aldrich, MO) in the vacuum oven at room temperature by dropping samples until
the total volume reached to ca. 1 mL. XPS spectra were obtained by using a Physical Electronic
5000 Versa Probe II Scanning ESCA Microprobe with an Al K-α X-ray source at 23.5 eV pass
energy at a 100 µm X-ray spot size.

2.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2.1 shows C60 solvation occurring (i.e. aqu/nC60 formation) upon mixing solid
fullerene in pure water over a range of reaction scenarios. As indicated by both the products
solution’s golden color hue (left) and resulting UV absorption spectra (300 – 600 nm) with 1T1u 1

Ag transition peaks (right), nC60 formation was monitored over time.4, 6 nC60 formation was also

confirmed with periodic DLS and TEM measurements. In general, mixing solid C60 in water for
3 days, nano-scale C60 aggregates were formed in the presence of light (351 nm, reactor
described above) and oxygen (Figure 2.1 (iv)-(vii)), whereas in the absence of light (Figure 2.1 (i)
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and (ii)), even under aerobic conditions (DO ~ 9 ppm), no obvious formation was observed after
3 days (clear heterogeneous system). In the presence of H2O2, significant formation enhancement
was observed under similar photo irradiation (Figure 2.1(vi) and (vii)). In contrast, negligible
formation occurred with H2O2 under dark conditions (Figure 2.2c). Complicating these results is
the fact that not only C60 is photo-excited under these irradiation conditions, but that H2O2
degrades under UVA irradiation to form hydroxyl radicals.110

Figure 2.1: nC60 formation in water and corresponding UV spectra (0.5 g/L solid C60 stirred)
under varied experimental conditions for 3 days: (i) dark anaerobic; (ii) dark aerobic; (iii) UVA
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(351 nm, 2 mW/cm2) anaerobic (DO ~ 0.3 ppm); (iv) UVA, 5% Oxygen atmosphere (DO ~ 2.5
ppm); (v) UVA aerobic (DO ~ 9 ppm); (vi) UVA aerobic condition with initial 0.025% H2O2;
(vii) UVA aerobic condition with initial 0.1% H2O2.
UV adsorption at 340 nm, taken here as the characteristic absorbance C60 peak (1T1u-1Ag
transition peak), was selected to investigate the (aqu/)nC60 formation kinetics under different
experimental conditions (listed in Table 2-1). Results are summarized in Figure 2.2. Formation
rates for all reacting scenarios were observed to be zero-order which is likely due to excess
reacting (solid) surface areas of bulk fullerenes system. Under photo-irradiation (UVA 351 nm, 2
mW/cm2), with varied levels of dissolved oxygen (ca. 0.3 ppm - 9 ppm), aqu/nC60 formation
rates increased with increasing DO concentration (Figure 2.2a). As mentioned, C60 is photo
sensitive under UVA irradiation, and can be excited to 1C60* from a ground singlet state (1C60), as
well as partially transformed to excited triplet state (3C60*) through intersystem crossing.22, 31 The
triplet excited state 3C60* is susceptible to various quenching processes, among which (in the
presence of O2) singlet oxygen formation has been widely demonstrated.4, 72 In the presence of
singlet oxygen and corresponding with other ROS, it is hypothesized here that the formation
rates will be enhanced due to partial oxidation on the surfaces of bulk fullerene or small
fragments fullerene (after mechanical break-up). This hypothesis includes the potential for
additional/other surface reactions with •OH and O2•-, which are also produced via electron
transfer to 1O2.111, 112 Further, the electron rich properties of C60, with delocalized, conjugated πsystems, are favorable candidates for electrophilic addition process.4, 10 It should be noted that,
under UV irradiation with oxygen, further oxidation of stable C60 clusters (nC60) may also
happen simultaneously along with the nC60 formation process, resulting in soluble oxidized
fullerene derivatives (e.g. fullerol) production, as observed by others.54, 72 In order to evaluate the
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effect(s) of such oxidized fullerene intermediates or nC60 itself during the solvation process,
commercial fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y=8-10, x+y ~24, purity > 99%, MER) and THF/nC60
(through THF/water solvent exchange approach6) were selected and added into the reacting
systems (C60 powder / UVA light)

with initial concentrations of 5 mg/L and 2.5 mg/L,

respectively. These formation kinetics are shown in Figure 2.2b with an obvious enhancement of
aqu/nC60 observed in the presence of 5 mg/L fullerol, which we hypothesize is due to additional
ROS production by the fullerol amendment.60, 102, 103 In the presence of THF/nC60, formation
rates were not observed to change. Reaction kinetics in Figure 2.2c clearly shows that nC60
formation rates were significantly enhanced as a function of H2O2 concentration. Specifically, as
the concentration of H2O2 reach 0.25% (w/w), the nC60 formation rate was approximately one
order of magnitude higher compared with control system (no H2O2 added), suggesting that there
is likely hydroxyl radical (from H2O2 photolysis) involved in the aqu/nC60 formation process(es).
Under dark conditions, with an even higher concentration of H2O2 (0.5%), no obvious formation
was observed (Figure 2.2c), excluding the effect/reaction directly with H2O2. To further clarify
the roles of ROS, individual species concentrations were also monitored during solvation
processes (Figure S2.1-S2.3). In addition, the total organic carbon (TOC) of solvated products
after 3 days reactions, as shown in Figure 2.1b, increased with the electron acceptor
concentration (oxygen, H2O2), which is consistent with the kinetics results from UV-vis analyses.
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Table 2-1: Experimental conditions and results summary of nC60 formation kinetics

nC60 Formation Rates and ROS Steady State Concentrations
No.

Experimental Conditions

TOCa

nC60

[ OH]ss

[1O2]ss

(mg/L)

(Abs/s*10-7)

(M/s*10-17)

(M/s*10-14)

(M/s*10-12)

----

----

----

●

[O2•-]ss

#1

Anaerobic (Dark)b

0.21±0.02

----

#2

Aerobic (Dark)

0.24±0.09

0.04±0.03

#3

Anaerobicc

0.39±0.13

1.39±0.18

0.10±0.037

0.34±0.12

0.73±0.01

#4

5% Oxygen

0.92±0.37

3.06±0.55

0.46±0.037

0.69±0.10

0.92±0.05

#5

Aerobic

3.87±1.30

5.27±0.26

0.54±0.005

1.33±0.15

1.36±0.07

#6

Aerobic+5mg/L Fullerol

----

8.10±0.83

4.42±0.27

2.11±0.21

1.11±0.14

#7

Aerobic+2.5mg/L nC60

----

6.43±0.86

6.35±0.94

1.18±0.20

1.24±0.07

#8

Aerobic+0.025% H2O2

8.31±1.79

9.72±7.63

84.61±11.84

12.76±0.29

4.49±0.96

#9

Aerobic+0.05% H2O2

10.25±1.29

16.1±4.89

113.84±14.64

20.73±0.73

7.03±1.08

#10

Aerobic+0.10% H2O2

12.32±0.95

25.6±4.91

158.69±8.67

35.96±9.65

8.94±1.32

# 11

Aerobic+0.25% H2O2

29.65±1.76

56.9±0.84

254.43±43.08

68.56±0.10

13.06±0.95

# 12

0.025%H2O2+100 mM t-BuOHd

----

2.05±0.55

36.90±9.27

3.65±0.15

1.77±0.39

#13

0.1% H2O2+100mM t-BuOHd

----

3.20±1.40

55.92±0.79

6.19±0.28

2.34±0.23

#14

Aerobic+0.25% H2O2 (Dark)

----

0.34±0.06

----

----

----

----

----

----

a. TOC of the solvated products were obtained after 3-day reaction; b. Dark conditions; c. All the conditions
without marked as “dark” are under photoirradiation with UVA at 351 nm as intensity of 2 mW/cm 2; d.
Condition within aerobic environments under photoirradiation.
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Figure 2.2: Aqu/nC60 formation through extensive mixing of solid C60

in water (C60

concentration: 0.5 g/L, Rotation speed: 500 rpm): UV adsorption at 340 nm as functions of time
with different concentrations of (a) dissolved oxygen (UVA 351 nm, 2 mW/cm2); (b) initial
fullerene (UVA 351 nm, 2 mW/cm2); (c) initial H2O2 (Aerobic, UVA 351 nm, 2 mW/cm2); (d)
Total organic carbons of solvated products in solution under varied experimental conditions (0.5
g/L solid C60, 3 days). (Only selected conditions are shown, and all others are listed in Table 21.)
Three types of indicators, BA, FFA, and XTT, were used as the probes for •OH, 1O2,
and O2•-, respectively, with the concentrations of the indicators monitored over the reaction time
(Figure S2.1-S2.3). The production rates of ROS species (as measured by the degradation
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kinetics of the indicators) was observed to be varied depending on the ROS type(s) and reaction
conditions. For example, zero-order production rates of •OH were obtained in the absence of
H2O2 (Figure S2.1a and S2.1b) whereas first-order production rates were observed in the
presence of H2O2 (Figure S2.1c). Steady-state concentrations of each ROS were calculated
following different numerical equations (Equation (7) and (8)), which are also listed in Table 2-1
for each experimental condition.
Quantitative correlation of nC60 formation rates as function of the steady state
concentrations of •OH, 1O2, and O2•- are shown in Figure 2.3. Here, a simple linear regression
was derived to model the formation rates with ROS concentrations at steady state (Figure 2.3(a)(c)). Two linear relationships were identified by dividing the solvation kinetics into two reaction
regimes with different levels of ROS concentrations: (1) the conditions in the absence of H2O2
(Regime 1: conditions #3-7) which have comparably lower radicals concentrations and (2) the
conditions in the presence of H2O2 (Regime 2: conditions #8-13). For the three types of ROS
species, positive linear relationships were obtained for all conditions, demonstrating that the
formation rates were enhanced by all ROS production. Equations (9) - (11) represent these
simple linear models:
d(nC60 )
dt
d(nC60 )
dt
d(nC60 )
dt

= k[•OH]ss a ; ln(VnC60 ) = k' + aln[•OH]ss

(9)

= k[1O2 ]ss b ; ln(VnC60 ) = k' + bln[1O2 ]ss

(10)

c

= k[O2•- ]ss ; ln(VnC60 ) = k' + cln[O2•-]ss

(11)

where VnC60 is the nC60 formation rates derived from the slope of the zero-order reaction (Figure
2.2); a, b and c are the orders of the reactions with respect to the concentrations of •OH, 1O2, and
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O2•-, respectively; k is the rate constant corresponding to each ROS concentration. The fitted
parameters of the reaction kinetics are compared in Table 2-2, which shows that the formation
kinetics are functions of the different types and concentration ranges of ROS (Regime 1 and 2).
In this case, the reaction conditions were simplified as unitary ROS systems. In order to develop
the kinetics model involving all three ROS species, multiple linear regressions was derived using
SPSS 21.0 software to build a formation kinetics model described by Equation (12):
d(nC60 )
dt

c

= k[•OH]ss a [1O2 ]ss b [O2•- ]ss ;

ln(VnC60 ) = k'+ aln[•OH]ss + bln[1O2 ]ss + cln[O2•- ]ss

(12)

where a, b and c are the orders of the reactions corresponding to the concentration of •OH, 1O2,
and O2•-, respectively, representing the relative contributions from the three radicals during the
solvation processes; k is the reaction rate constant. Based on the data series (Table 2-1) collected
from varied experimental conditions, the multiple linear regression models were developed as
shown by Equation (13) and (14), and the regression coefficients of the equation are listed in
Table 2-3 together with results of the t-test and collinearity diagnostics.
ln(VnC60 ) = 41.7+0.92ln[•OH]ss +0.56ln[1O2 ]ss +0.09ln[O2•- ]ss

(Regime 1, R2=0.956)

ln(VnC60 ) = 30.8+0.85ln[•OH]ss +0.46ln[1O2 ]ss +0.03ln[O2•- ]ss

(Regime 2, R2=0.806) (14)

(13)

Good correlations (R2 > 0.8 for both regimes) suggest that most of the differences in V(nC60) can
be ascribed with the above three parameters (explicative variables). The t-test results (values of
Beta, t, and sig.) suggest that all the explicative variables influence the dependent variable
(VnC60), and for both reacting regimes, the significant degrees follow the order: •OH > 1O2 > O2•-.
Good linear relationships between the formation rates and steady state concentrations of each
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radical, indicate the all of these three radicals significantly affect the aqu/nC60 formation process.
Within the reacting scenarios with lower ROS concentrations (in the absence H2O2, Regime 1),
the regression coefficients of •OH, 1O2, and O2•- were identified as 0.92, 0.56 and 0.09,
respectively, implying that the relative contribution of each ROS as: •OH (58.0%) > 1O2 (36.0%) >
O2•- (6.0%) (Table 2-3). With H2O2 addition, the fitting constants of •OH, 1O2, and O2•- were
quantified as 0.85, 0.46 and 0.03, with relative contributions of ROS as: •OH (64.1%) > 1O2
(32.6%) > O2•- (3.3%). This contribution similarity for both regimes demonstrates that within all
of the reacting scenarios, the relative contributions of •OH, 1O2, and O2•- remained at or near the
same level but coupled with different reaction constants (k’ = 41.7 and 30.8 for regime 1and
regime 2, respectively). The relationships between the expected accumulative probabilities
versus with the observed cumulative probability are shown in Figure 2.3 (d) and (e), which
verify good fits of the multiple linear regression models. These results are also supported by the
ROS redox potential as hydroxyl radical has a higher oxidizing capacity (E1/2(•OH/OH-) = 1.98
V) compared to the 1O2 (E1/2(1O2/O2•-) = 0.62 V) and O2•- (E1/2(O2•-/H2O2) = 0.94 V).113, 114,111,
115

Additionally, the comparably lower involvement of O2•- might also be due to its (relatively)

extremely short lifetime (~1.25 µs) in water compared to •OH as ~ 2.7-3.92 µs and and 1O2 as ~
4.4 µs.116-118
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Figure 2.3: nC60 formation rates under varied experimental conditions as functions of steady
state concentrations of (a) hydroxyl radical; (b) singlet oxygen; (c) superoxide; The SPSS v21.0
normal P-P plot of the multiple regression model of nC60 formation rates as functions of three
ROS concentration within (d) Regime 1 (in the absence of H2O2) and (e) Regime 2 (in the
presence of H2O2).
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Table 2-2: Regression coefficients of simple linear curve fitting

Regime 1a

Regime 2b

k’

a

b

c

R2

a

b

c

R2

17.4

0.81

---

---

0.74

48.0

1.78

---

---

0.99

17.0

---

0.98

---

0.96

20.1

---

1.15

---

0.99

52.8

---

---

2.45

0.76

28.1

---

---

1.61

0.99

k’

a. Conditions in the absence of H2O2; b. Conditions in the presence of H2O2.

Table 2-3: Regression coefficients of multiple linear curve fitting

k’

[•OH]

[1O2]

[ O2•-]

Coefficients

41.7

0.92

0.56

0.09

Std.

8.7

0.41

0.34

0.05

Standardized

Contribution

----

58.0%

36.0%

6.0%

Coefficients

T

3.0

6.6

3.6

1.0

Sig.

0.036

0.452

0.005

0.235

Collinearity

Tolerance

----

0.233

0.276

0.256

Statistics

VIP

----

4.3

3.6

3.9

Unstandardized

Value

30.8

0.85

0.46

0.03

Std.

4.2

0.56

0.34

0.02

Standardized

Contribution

----

64.1%

32.6%

3.3%

Coefficients

T

2.9

5.7

2.9

0.29

Sig.

0.023

0.000

0.001

0.262

Collinearity

Tolerance

----

0.103

0.024

0.037

Statistics

VIP

----

9.7

41.0

27.0

Explicative Variables
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Regime 1

Coefficients
Regime 2

a. Variance of inflation factor, VIP=1/Tolerance
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XPS spectra of solvated products (aqu/nC60), taken for reaction scenarios (after 3 days)
are shown in Figure 2.4. The XPS spectrum of nC60 (THF/nC60) freshly produced by solvent
exchange is shown as a control (Figure 2.4g) and slight surface oxidation was observed (monooxidized carbon: C-O, 15.3%; di-oxidized carbon: C=O, 5.6%)54,

119, 120

in addition to

underivatized surface carbon (284.8 eV), indicating that oxidation of the nC60 cluster’s surface
occurred, even though the solvent exchange process(es) under inert atmosphere, which is similar
to reports by others.41,

93

Through extensive mixing of solid fullerene in water under UVA

irradiation (351 nm, 2 mW/cm2) under anaerobic conditions (DO ~ 0.3 ppm) for 3 days, trace
amount of aqu/nC60 was formed (observed through UV-vis spectrometer and TOC analyses with
a total organic carbon concentration as 0.39±0.13 mg/L), with mono-oxidized and di-oxidized
carbons at relative amounts of 9.5% and 8.3%, respectively (Figure 2.4a). As oxygen
concentrations increased, the surface oxidation of nC60 correspondingly increased. For example,
with 5% oxygen in the atmosphere (DO ~ 2.5 ppm), the relative ratios of C-O and C=O in the
products increased to 14.6% and 9.0%, respectively (Figure 2.4b). Under ambient conditions
(DO ~ 9 ppm), the ratio of surface oxidized carbons increased to ca. 30% total (C-O, 22.1%;
C=O, 6.0%). Further with hydrogen peroxide addition, not only were nC60 formation rates
enhances but aggregates had higher oxygen-containing surface functionality as illustrated in
Figure 2.4d-4f. With 0.25% H2O2 (w/w) and light, the surface oxidized carbons of aqu/nC60
increased to ca. 50% among the total surface carbons measured. FTIR analyses for additional
identification of solvated products surface functionalization were also conducted, and the spectra
are displayed in Figure 2.5. As reported by others, pure C60 solid powder (Figure S2.4) shows
five characteristic peaks at 528, 576, 1180, 1430, and 1540 cm-1, which are attributed to C-C
vibration modes of C60.89, 121 Upon nC60 formation in water via solvent exchange, THF/nC60
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(Figure 2.5g) losses the adsorption peak intensity at 1180, 1430 and 1540 cm-1, whereas minor
surface oxygenation occurred indicated by the peaks appearing at 1830-1684 cm-1 (centered at
1726 cm-1, carbonyl groups) and 1000-1240 cm-1 (centered at 1100 cm-1, C-O stretching).54, 55, 84,
120

Via extensive mixing in water under varied reacting scenarios (Figure 2.5a-6f), generally,

aqu/nC60 exhibits the main C-C vibration mode of C60 as well as having surface oxygen
containing functional groups. Under UVA irradiation (351 nm, 2 mW/cm2), at different levels of
oxygen (Figure 2.5a-2.6c), surface oxidation levels were enhanced as indicated by peaks
centered at 1060 cm-1 (C-O stretching), 1400 cm-1 (C-OH in-plane bending), and double peaks at
1640cm-1/1720 cm-1 (carbonyl groups)54, 84, which is consistent with the XPS results. In the
presence of hydrogen peroxide and light, aqu/nC60 was produced at comparably larger amounts,
which was apparent in the relative increase in C60 characteristic peaks at 1180 cm-1 and 1430 cm1

; in addition, the surface oxidation of the aqu/nC60 clusters was also enhanced at higher level of

H2O2 and light, which is also consistent with XPS results.
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Figure 2.4: C1s XPS spectra and curve-fitting analyses of the solvated C60 products (nC60) from
(3 days): (a) UVA anaerobic condition; (b) UVA 5% oxygen condition; (c) UVA aerobic
condition; (d) UVA 0.025% H2O2 condition; (e) UVA 0.1 % H2O2 condition; (f) UVA 0.25%
H2O2 condition; (g) THF/nC60 produced with solvent exchange method.
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Figure 2.5: FTIR spectra of solvated products C60 products (nC60) from (3 days): (a) UVA
anaerobic condition; (b) UVA 5% oxygen condition; (c) UVA aerobic condition; (d) UVA 0.025%
H2O2 condition; (e) UVA 0.1% H2O2 condition; (f) UVA 0.25% H2O2 condition; (g) THF/nC60
produced with solvent exchange method.
Extensive mixing of solid C60 in water under photo-irradiation results in nano-scale C60
aggregates formation and the following processes were hypothesized to be involved in general:
(1) mechanically break-up of the solid C60 with micro-scale sizes to unstructured smaller
fragments through stirring or shear forces (with nanoscale size) and even surface oxidation;38 (2)
re-aggregation of the smaller C60 fragments to micro-scale particles, driven by the surface energy
reduction (energetically favorable process) through elimination of surface-water interactions via
particle-particle interfaces;93,

122, 123

(3) Further oxygen-containing functionalization of the

unstable C60 cluster surface, leads to the stabilization of the nano-scale C60 through electronic
(and to a less extent, steric) repulsion forces (negative charge obtained) and/or by hydration
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repulsion effects (more hydrophilic surfaces created);124 (4) further oxidization of the nano-scale
C60 aggregate may occur to higher level, soluble oxidized derivatives (e.g. fullerol)54, 55, 72. The
aqu/nC60 formation rates are controlled as a function of these individual processes
simultaneously. For example, in the absence of ROS, the aggregation of the smaller fragments
(Step 2) to form particles with larger size (precipitation/sedimentation) might be the most
important limiting step for stable nC60 formation under the dark conditions due to the unstable
surfaces with less negative charge and oxygen containing functional groups (less electronrepulsion forces and higher hydrophobic attraction forces).124 In systems with oxygen and H2O2
as effective sources of ROS, oxidizing the surface of C60 fragments is significantly enhanced
(kinetically), thus resulting in the retardation of the (re)aggregation process. Further, oxidizing
fullerene derivatives, as intermediates, are produced in the solvation system, which could further
enhance ROS production via a positive feedback loop.

2.4. Conclusions
In summary, aqueous stable nano-scale C60 aggregates are readily formed via extensive
mixing of solid (powder) C60 in water under photo-irradiation (UVA) in the presence of oxygen
and/or hydrogen peroxide; Self-catalyzed, reactive oxygen species (•OH, 1O2, and O2•-) were
demonstrated to be critical in the formation process. The quantitative analysis of the formation
kinetics, described by multiple linear regression models, shows the relative contributions of the
ROS follows: •OH > 1O2 > O2•- for all reaction regimes evaluated. For faster formation rates,
colloid surface (partial) oxidation percentages were observed to relatively increase, as evaluated
by XPS and FTIR analyses. Additionally, under UVA irradiation, photo-excited C60 reactivity
enhancement will play a role in the overall thermodynamics of the reaction; however, this
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variable was not independently evaluated and will be focused in future studies. In natural
systems, releasing solid C60 into surface water in the presence of light could directly lead to
water available aggregates formation and subsequent daughter products. Environmental
parameters, such as light irradiation wavelength/intensity and effective electron acceptors are
essential with regard to formation extent/rates. These findings provide the first steps toward
mechanistic understanding likely pathways for fullerenes to enter aqueous matrixes and thus
should prove to be crucial for accurate material fate transport and risk models in the future.
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Chapter 2. Supporting Information
Reactive oxygen species concentration detection (as scavengers’ degradation: BA, FFA,
and XTT) profiles and FTIR spectrum of pristine solid C60 are included in supporting
information.
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Figure S1.1: Degradation of BA (as ●OH detection probe) during nC60 formation through
extensive mixing in water under varied experimental conditions.
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Figure S1.2: Degradation of FFA (as 1O2 detection probe) during nC60 formation through
extensive mixing in water under varied experimental conditions.
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Figure S1.3: Degradation of XTT (as O2•- detection probe) during nC60 formation through
extensive mixing in water under varied experimental conditions.
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Figure S1.4: FTIR spectrum of pristine solid C60 powder.
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Chapter 3 :Photo-Oxidation of Hydrogenated
Fullerene (Fullerane) in Water
Results of this chapter have been published in Environmental Science & Technology Letters,
2014, 1, (12), 490-494.

Abstract
Hydrogenated fullerenes (termed as fulleranes) have been demonstrated as key material
components in advanced hydrogen storage and lithium battery technologies, among other
applications; however, their potential environmental reactivity has not been evaluated to date.
Here, for the first time, photo-induced oxidation and corresponding dissolution of solid
fulleranes (C60Hx, x = 39.9-45.5) into water is demonstrated to rapidly occur under attenuatedsunlight, UVA irradiation and even under dark conditions, albeit more slowly as long as oxygen
is present. Through a series of batch experiments, reaction kinetics demonstrate that both light
and oxygen play key roles in the solvation process as reaction rates were a function of both
irradiation intensity and wavelengths along with dissolved oxygen concentration. Resulting
products, which were characterized by FTIR, XPS, UV-vis, TOC and DLS, showed significant
loss of hydrogenation and extensive oxygen-based functional group addition(s). Hydroxyl radical
was identified as one of the major reactive oxygen species involved in the reaction. The
increased hydrophilicity of product materials was quantified through classic octanol-water
partition experiments (Kow).
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3.1. Introduction
Since discovery and subsequent mass production, carbon fullerenes have been derivatized
and modified for a variety of diverse applications.4, 10, 48, 125-128 Among such, fullerene reduction
via hydrogenation is recognized as a promising process for reversible hydrogen storage (through
stable hydrogenation / dehydrogenation cycling).128-130 Hydrogenated fullerenes, also termed as
“fulleranes”10, have been also applied to lithium ion batteries for enhanced efficiency and
extended lifetimes.131 The first fullerene hydrogenation protocol was developed by Haufler et al.
through a Birch-Hückel reduction, resulting in C60H18 - C60H36 as major products.132 Higher
levels of C60 hydrogenation, with up to 50 hydrogen atoms per molecule, has been achieved via 5
% Ru/carbon catalyst under high hydrogen pressures (12 MPa).133 Relatively fast fullerene
reduction with Zn and concentrated HCl (12 M) in toluene/benzene solution has also been
demonstrated, resulting in a C60H36 product.134 Lower levels of fullerene hydrogenation
(oligohydrofullerene, C60Hx, x = 2-12) have been demonstrated via reduction by a number of
metals (e.g. Cu/Zn) and even by organic reducing agents.135, 136
With commercial production and application, the potential for these and other fullerene
materials to enter natural systems increases. Upon environmental exposure, associated reaction
pathways with (ubiquitous) reactants such as oxygen are critical to elucidate, as the identification
of stable daughter products, if any, is key for accurate lifecycle and risk assessments. This fact is
highlighted by recent observations of facile fullerene transformation to oxidized, water soluble
products (termed as fullerols) when exposed to water, oxygen and light.54, 72 Compared with
parent fullerenes, previous studies have shown the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
through fullerols photocatalyzed reactions was more efficient, and suggested ROS as a potential
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causative agent for cells inactivation.72,

98, 137-139

Further, published evaluations of potential

fullerane environmental implications are few. Lovern et al. evaluated the toxicity of fullerane
using Daphnia magna

as a biological receptor and reported physiological changes upon

exposure, including reproductive decline.140 A major limitation of such studies is extremely low
aqueous fullerane solubilities. 141-143 To date, there is no literature report regarding measured or
estimated aqueous solubility of hydrogenated fullerenes.
Based on the increasing electronegativity of fullerene carbon atoms when bound to
hydrogen, fulleranes should be more susceptible to electrophilic addition (i.e. oxidation),
compared to parent fullerenes. Such reactions have been demonstrated and include: oxidation of
fulleranes (dissolved in n-hexane) under UV irradiation (254 nm)144 and oxidation of C60H36
(dissolved in toluene open to the atmosphere) while exposed (48 hrs) to ambient light.134 To date,
however, potential reactions of fulleranes directly in water have not been identified or evaluated.
Herein, this work describes the oxidation and molecular solvation of solid fullerane in contact
with water, which is significantly enhanced in the presence of light. Reaction kinetics of product
dissolution, due to carbon cage oxidation, were examined through UV-vis spectroscopy and total
organic carbon (TOC) analyses over a range of conditions including varied photo-irradiation and
dissolved oxygen levels. Water soluble, oxidized products were identified and characterized
through Fourier transformation infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Product behavior and aqueous (physical) status were further characterized
with traditional octanol-water partition experiments and dynamic light scattering (DLS) analyses.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Materials
Solid fulleranes (C60Hx, x ~ 45.5 and x ~ 39.9 as averaged) were purchased from MER
Corporation (Tucson, AZ) where they were prepared through direct hydrogenation in a high
isostatic pressure reactor with a hydrogen atmosphere at elevated temperature. As received,
parent fullerane materials were stored in a vacuum desiccator to avoid transformation by
humidity and/or oxidation. Starting materials as received (C60Hx, x ~ 45.5 as average) were
characterized through FTIR and XPS, shown in Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.3a, indicating high
purity, which has also been reported elsewhere.145, 146

3.2.2. Photo-induced Solvation Experiments
Solvation experiments were conducted as batch reactions with 40 mg/L solid fullerane
(C60Hx, x ~ 45.5 as average) mixed via magnetic stirring (500 rpm) in 50 mL ultrapure water
(18.2 ) in customized quartz reactors (Technical Glass Products, OH) under varied photoirradiation scenarios. Experiments done with attenuated-sunlight (A-sunlight, filtered by
borosilicate glass windows) were carried out next to a lab window (St. Louis, MO, 90°18'W,
38o38'N, 07/21/2012-08/06/2012). Light intensities were monitored daily with a radiometer
(UVP, Inc. CA) and summarized in Figure S3.1. Reactions performed under monochromatic
UVA irradiation were carried out in a customized photo-reactor, with fans on each side for heat
dissipation, between two circuitous, monochromatic UVA lamps (BHK Inc. CA) at a wavelength
of 351 nm. The light intensity was calibrated as 2000 ± 50 µW/cm2 by the radiometer before the
reaction and corrected regularly during the reaction as needed. To delineate the role, if any, of
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hydroxyl radicals during the reaction(s), 10 mM t-BuOH was used as a hydroxyl radical
scavenger.84 Dark control experiments, wrapped in aluminum foil, were conducted in parallel.
For anaerobic conditions, solutions (50 mL) were bubbled with N2 gas (Airgas, Bowling Green,
KY) for at least 1 hour to lower the dissolved oxygen concentration below 1 ppm, as tested with
a microprobe DO meter (Neofox system, Oceanoptics, FL). Anaerobic conditions were
maintained via Teflon crimp sealed caps (Wheaton Industries Inc., NJ) and sparged with N 2 gas
for 10 minutes after every sampling event, leaving the sealed reactor under slightly positive
pressure. For reaction kinetics studies, sample aliquots were taken at stated time intervals and
filtered with 0.45 µm PES membrane (Millipore corporation, MA) to separate and collect
solvated products, which were in water. UV-vis spectra (190-800 nm) of the products were
obtained by using a Varian Cary Bio50 UV-visible spectrometer. All experiments were
performed in triplicate at room temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 oC). Samples after 1 day and 12 days
were also collected and filtered with 0.45 µm PES membrane for total organic carbon analysis
(TOC-L total organic carbon analyzer, Shimadzu). Particle size distributions of solvated products
over the course of reactions were determined with dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis by
using a ZetaSizer Nano (Malvern Instruments, UK).

3.2.3. Products Characterization
Solid-state FTIR analysis for parent fulleranes was conducted with diffuse reflectance
infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (Nexus 470 FT-IR, Thermo Nicolet, NC). Unreacted
fullerane were mixed and homogenized with KBr powder (Spectrograde, International Crystal
Lab, NJ) matrix in an agate mortar by a pestle as 1:20 ratio. KBr background was subtracted
appropriately during sample spectrum collection. The solvated products were analyzed through
attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Nexus 470 FT-IR, Thermo
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Nicolet, NC) with a ZnSe trough. Liquid samples in the trough were dried in a vacuum oven
(Thermo Scientific, NC) at room temperature. Samples for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis were prepared by continuous drop-casting of product solutions (filtered with
0.45µm PES syringe membrane) onto gold-coated silicon wafers for a total volume of 1-2 mL.
The wafers were dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature. XPS sample wafers were prepared
by first sputter coating gold to at least a 20 nm thickness and dried before samples were added.
Powder samples that included fullerene, fullerane, and fullerol were dusted onto 0.5 cm2 copper
tape. Samples were run using a PHI 5600 XPS system (Pbase < 5x10-9 Torr) with Mg Kα X-rays
(1253.6 eV, 15 kV, 300 W) and a high energy electron energy analyzer, operating at a constant
pass-energy of 5.85 eV with a scan rate of 0.050 eV/step and a slot aperture of 800 µm2.
Commercially available software (CasaXPS) was used for data analysis. Each C(1s) region was
given a Shirley background and energy adjusted to the CC/CH fitted spectral feature within the C
(1s) region at 284.5 eV. The commercial fullerol sample had four clearly distinguishable
components (CC/CH, C-O, C=O, and COOH features) due to its high level of carbon bonded to
oxygen (28.8 %) and were propagated to the other samples; these fits were in line with those
used in the literature.147-155 A π-π* shake-up peak was fit only into the fullerene XPS spectrum
(SI Figure S3.5) since it was only apparent for this sample.147, 149-151, 154, 155 Positions for all
components were set to drift no more than ± 0.2 eV of the peak position used. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM), using a Gaussian-Lorenzian (GL(30)) fit, was not allowed to drift more
than ± 0.2 of the FWHM used for the commercial fullerol sample. Component area analysis of
each C(1s) spectrum was used to determine the percent oxygen-containing functionalities with
respect to the total C(1s) area.
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3.2.4. Octanol-Water Partition Coefficients Measurements
Octanol-water partitioning (Kow) experiments were performed for products resulting
from varied experimental conditions. Here, 3 mL of product solution was mixed with 3 mL of 1octanol in glass bottles, placed on a rotary shaker (Labquake, Thermo Scientific, UT) for 3 hours
in dark and then left static for 24 hours to equilibrate. The partition coefficients were determined
by the ratio of the amount of products in water phase to that in the octanol phase according to
equation (1):
Kow =

Co
Cw

=

[Abs]i - k*[Abs]f
[Abs]f

(1)

where Co is the concentration of products in octanol phase which was determined by subtracting
the initial concentration in water phase ([Abs]i) from the concentration of products left in the
water phase after partition (k*[Abs]f). The coefficients were also corrected with the
concentrating factor (volume change factor) k determined experimentally, as the volume of water
dissolved into octanol phase, changing the final volumes, during the mixing process cannot be
ignored.

3.3. Results and Discussion
As solid fullerane reacted in water, the observed (aqueous) product UV-vis spectra
exhibited a single significant absorbance peak centered at ca. 210 nm (7 day reaction, UVA
aerobic conditions, Figure S3.2), which is consistent with the report describing the photooxidization (and consequent solubilization) of fullerenes to fullerols in water.54 Under direct
monochromatic UVA (351 nm wavelength) irradiation and in the presence of dissolved oxygen
(under open, atmospheric headspace conditions), UV-vis absorbance (primarily in the UV region
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of the product spectrum) of dissolved products increases significantly as the reaction proceeds
(Figure 3.1b and Figure S3.2), consistent with the increasing (transparent) yellow hue of the
solution (Figure 3.1a). Additionally, the absorption peak centers of the products under UVA
irradiation shifted to longer wavelengths (from 203 nm to 212 nm) as the reaction continued
from 1 day to 12 days, which is shown in Figure S3.3. Cataldo et al. also observed such shifts
during the photolysis of fullerane in n-hexane (peak max shifted from 217 nm to 220 nm after
360 seconds of photo-irradiation at 254 nm). The phenomenon is hypothesized to be an artifact
of sp3 hybridized carbons (hydrogenated carbon), which are predominant in the parent
fulleranes, transforming back to sp2 hybridized carbon upon dehydrogenation.156 For
comparison, under UVA aerobic conditions, fullerane starting material with a slightly lower
number of hydrogen numbers per molecule (C60Hx, x ~ 45.5 vs. x ~ 39.9) was also evaluated
(Figure 3.1b). While exhibiting a similar initial reaction rate, a lower final peak absorbance value
was observed, which may result from an overall lower oxidation (product) status and/or due to
different (lower) product extinction coefficient(s). Compared with UVA irradiation, the increase
of product absorbance under attenuated-sunlight irradiation was significantly slower as the
absorbance of the sunlight products after 3 days reaction is about 19 % compared to UVA
irradiation conditions over the same time. Fullerane solvation was also observed under dark
experiments in the presence of dissolved oxygen, as indicated by a low level appearance of
product peaks over the described reaction time, which were the slowest rates observed. In
contrast, under anaerobic conditions (dissolved oxygen below 1 ppm), for both light and dark
conditions, no apparent product peaks occured over the same reaction times. The maximum UV
absorption values at specific wavelength (peak center) under different experimental conditions
are compared in Figure 3.1b. Further, in the presence of 10 mM t-BuOH, which is as a hydroxyl
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radical scavenger84, a significantly slower reaction rate was observed (Figure 3.1b) under UVA /
aerobic conditions, suggesting hydroxyl radical involvement in the reaction. It is hypothesized
that hydroxyl radicals could be formed as secondary ROS after initial reactive oxygen species
(e.g. singlet oxygen and superoxide) are produced (via fullerene intermediates) as observed by
others60, 157, 158. Singlet oxygen and superoxide, as the initial ROS, could also play roles in the
oxidation of hydrogenated fullerene through electrophilic substitution/addition. However, the
exact oxidation mechanism(s) remains unclear and is currently being investigated further. TOC
analysis of 1-day and 12-day samples in Figure 3.1c was consistent with the UV-vis analysis,
correlating dissolved carbon with solvation observations. Total organic carbon of soluble
products under open, UVA irradiation reached 36 mg/L after 12 days of reaction which is 95.7 %
of the initial solid fullerane carbon added to the reactor.

Under the same conditions, pH

correspondingly decreased as the reaction proceeded to a final value of near pH 4 due to
hydrogen elimination and oxygen-based functional group additions.
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a

b

c

Figure 3.1: Fullerane solvation experiments: (a) Fullerane product solutions filtered with 0.45
µm membrane over the reaction (UVA irradiation under ambient conditions); (b) UV maximum
adsorption of products as a function of time; (c) Total organic carbon of product solutions after 1
day and 12 days reaction.
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Parent fullerane and solvated water-soluble products were characterized by FTIR and
compared in Figure 3.2. Parent fullerane exhibited strong absorption at ca. 2860 and 2780 cm-1,
which are assigned to C-H stretching bonds, as reported by Cataldo et al. for C60H36.145 For all
aerobic reaction conditions, a concurrent loss of C-H bonds and appearance of oxygen
functionalities were observed at ca. 3400 cm-1 (OH stretching), 1700 cm-1 coupled with shifts at
1600 cm-1 (C=O), 1400 cm-1 (C-OH in plane bending) and 1050 cm-1 (C-O stretching).54, 84, 159,
160
1

Absorbance peaks typical of carbonyl groups (1700 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1) and C-OH (1400 cm-

) increased significantly as the light intensity increased (monochromatic UVA reactions). An IR

spectrum of one type of commercial fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y ~ 6-8, x+y ~ 24, MER Corp.,
AZ) is also provided (as the bottom line) in Figure 3.2 for comparison with a well characterized,
water soluble oxidized fullerene (fullerol), as reported elsewhere.54, 84, 159, 161 TEM observations,
show amorphous, aggregated products cluster, similar to soft aggregated fullerols, as shown by
others.162
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(a) Parent Fullerane

(b) Dark Aerobic
(c) A-Sunlight Aerobic
(d) UVA Aerobic

(e) Commercial Fullerol

Figure 3.2: FTIR spectra of unreacted fullerane and products: (a) Parent fullerane; (b) Products
under dark aerobic condition; (c) Products under attenuated-sunlight aerobic condition; (d)
Products under UVA (351 nm) aerobic condition; (e) Commercial fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y,
where x+y ~ 24, MER Corp.).
Product XPS spectra under different reaction conditions are compared in Figure 3. The
dominant carbon peak (98.8 % peak area) for parent fullerane at a binding energy of 284.5 eV
(Figure 3.3a) is assigned to C-C/C-H carbon56, 154, 163, which was also observed in parent C60 at a
lower ratio (Figure S3.5). Low levels (1.2 %) of (initially) oxidized carbon also appeared in the
parent fullerane materials, which has also been observed by others.164 The XPS spectrum of the
products collected from the aerobic reaction in the dark (Figure 3.3b), showed decreased C-C/CH signal at 284.5 eV (69.2 % peak area) coupled with increased mono-oxidized carbon signal
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(286.4 eV, 29.7 %).154, 163 It should be noted that 12-day soluble products, measured as TOC, for
aerobic dark conditions were only ca. 25 % (10 mg/L TOC, solubilized) of the original 40 mg/L
carbon added as solid fullerane reactant (Figure 3.1c). Carbonyl (288.0 eV, 6.2 %) and carboxyl
groups (289.9 eV, 1.3 %) were observed in oxidized products with attenuated-sunlight irradiation
(Figure 3.3c).54, 84, 163 Upon UVA irradiation (Figure 3.3d), the C-C/C-H ratio of the oxidized
products decreased to 68.5 %, indicating one third of the carbon atoms had been oxidized.
Additionally, compared to all other conditions, higher levels of carbonyl (C=O, 11.3 %) and
carboxyl (-O=C-O, 5.1 %) were observed for these products. XPS analysis of previously
described commercial fullerol showed a very similar oxidized carbon distribution when
compared to the UVA/aerobic (oxidized) fullerane products (Figure 3.3e).
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Figure 3.3: C(1s) XPS spectra and curve-fitting analysis of the solvated fullerane products: (a)
Unreacted fullerane; Products from (b) dark aerobic condition; (c) attenuated-sunlight aerobic
condition; (d) UVA aerobic condition; (e) Commercial fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, where x+y ~
24, MER Corp.).
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Upon reaction, the hydrodynamic size of water stable product clusters was evaluated by
DLS (Figure S3.6a). The cluster size (number averaged) decreased over the reaction time for all
aerobic conditions. Smaller size distributions suggest looser aggregation/disaggregation of
clustered products as the solvation proceeds, due to a molecular enhancement in water solubility
(i.e. increasing oxygen functionality as noted by others).165,

166

After 5 days of reaction, the

average cluster size of the products under UVA/aerobic irradiation was reduced to 39 nm
compared to dark aerobic conditions, which was measured to be 95 nm. Stable clusters formed
under attenuated-sunlight irradiation, exhibited broader size distributions, compared with that
under UVA/aerobic and dark/aerobic conditions. Such polydispersity may be due to the diversity
(and varied reaction kinetics) of the soluble products generated when exposed to a broader
spectrum of wavelengths associated with sunlight irradiation. In a study by Hou et al. on the
aqueous C60 cluster photo-transformation, it was demonstrated that the quantum yields and ROS
production depend on the wavelength of the irradiating lights56, which could further effect the
oxygen moiety distribution in the products thus also effecting the relative driving force for the
cluster formation in the aqueous phase.162 Product partitioning behavior was evaluated via
octanol-water partition (expressed as Kow) experiments Figure S3.6b. As expected, significantly
decreased Kow was observed for reacted products, which is consistent with the presence of
oxygen-based functional groups and thus enhanced aqueous solubility. Partition coefficients for
products formed under UVA/aerobic conditions approach a Kow of zero.

3.4. Conclusions
In summary, this study, for the first time, demonstrates insoluble solid hydrogenated
fullerene readily undergoes extensive oxidation and corresponding solvation (solubility) into
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water in the presence of oxygen. For all reactions, enhancement was observed in the presence of
light.

Product characterization indicates significant loss of hydrogen groups along with

extensive addition(s) of oxygen-based functionalities. Further, oxidation extent was correlated
with photo-irradiation conditions – higher light intensity resulted in near complete reactant
solvation (after 12 days) with higher product oxidation levels and the lowest Kow values. In
addition to the role of hydroxyl radical, experiments towards specific (molecular) mechanistic
understanding of these reactions are currently ongoing and will be detailed in future reports.
Based on these key initial observations, significant fullerane reactivity and transformation under
aqueous conditions, which include oxygen and light, should be expected to occur. For these and
other advanced materials, understanding such reactivity is critical for material fate, transport and
exposure models used for accurate lifecycle and risk analyses.
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Chapter 3. Supporting Information
Profiles of sunlight intensity monitoring and system pH, products UV spectra, XPS
spectra of solid pristine fullerene, size distribution and water-octanol coefficients of products are
included.
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Figure S3.1: Attenuated-sunlight intensities (UVA range) besides window during reaction from
July 22th to August 6th, 2012
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Figure S3.2: UV-vis spectra of fullerane (40 mg/L) solvation products under varied reaction
conditions
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Figure S3.3: UV spectra of 40 mg/L fullerane (C60Hx, x ~ 45.5) under 2 mW/cm2 UVA (351
nm) irradiation, ambient conditions over 12 days
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Figure S3.4: Solution pH change during reaction (● 40 mg/L fullerane (C60Hx, x ~ 39.9) under 2
mW/cm2 UVA (351 nm) irradiation, open; ● Ultrapure water)
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Figure S3.5: C(1s) XPS spectra and curve-fitting analysis of fullerene (C60, MER Corp).
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b

a

Figure S3.6: DLS size distribution and partition coefficients analyses for fullerane solvated
products: (a) number averaged size distribution of products; (b) octanol-water partition
coefficients of products.
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Chapter 4 :Ground State Reactions of nC60 with
Free Chlorine in Water
Results of this chapter have been published in Environmental Science & Technology, 2015.

Abstract
Facile, photo-enhanced transformations of water-stable C60 aggregates (nC60) to
oxidized, soluble fullerene derivatives, have been described as key processes in understanding
the ultimate environmental fate of fullerene based materials. In contrast, fewer studies have
evaluated the aqueous reactivity of nC60 during ground-state conditions (i.e. dark conditions).
Herein, this study identifies and characterizes the physicochemical transformations of C60 (as
nC60 suspensions) in the presence of free chlorine, a globally used chemical oxidant, in the
absence of light under environmentally relevant conditions. Results show that nC60 undergoes
significant oxidation in the presence of free chlorine and the oxidation reaction rates increase
with free chlorine concentration while being inversely related to solution pH. Product
characterization by FTIR, XPS, Raman Spectroscopy, TEM, XRD, TOC, collectively
demonstrate that oxidized C60 derivatives are readily formed in the presence of free chlorine with
extensive covalent oxygen and even chlorine additions, and behave as soft (or loose) clusters in
solution. Aggregation kinetics, as a function of pH and ionic strength/type, show a significant
increase in product stabilities for all cases evaluated, even at pH values approaching 1. As
expected with increased (surface) oxidation, classic Kow partitioning studies indicate that product
clusters are relatively more hydrophilic than parent (reactant) nC60. Taken together, this work
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highlights the importance of understanding nanomaterial reactivity and the identification of
corresponding stable daughter products, which are likely to differ significantly from parent
material properties and behaviors.

4.1. Introduction
Based on unique applications in a number of technologies49, 74-76, multi-ton quantities of
fullerenes are now being produced globally.167

At this scale, material release into the

environment over time becomes probable. This reality has motivated numerous reports
investigating the physical behavior of fullerenes in water, primarily focused on C60 as a model
fullerene.36, 44, 85, 168-170 In particular, C60 clusters (nC60), which are stable in the aqueous phase,
thus enhancing the availability by orders of magnitude, have been well characterized, including a
number of transport and biological response studies.36,

37, 44, 168, 171-184

While the precise

mechanism(s) of colloidal stabilization is not completely clear, it is agreed in general that the net
negative surface charge, which arises from the formation of (surface-based) oxygen moieties, is a
primary factor involved.37,

93, 168, 185

Interestingly, far fewer investigations have focused on

potential environmental (chemical) transformation pathways, which could significantly alter the
ultimate fate and transport of the material.153, 186-189 Further, as C60 is quite (photo)reactive, the
majority of these aqueous transformation studies have been performed under photo-irradiated
conditions.149, 187, 188, 190, 191 Fewer studies have demonstrated that ground state nC60 can also
readily react in the absence of light, with ozone or hydroxyl radicals, leading to significant
physicochemical transformation(s) in water.153, 189
Due to electron availability (with half reduction potential ranging from -0.98 to -3.26 V
through cyclic voltammetry measurement192) via an extensively conjugated-pi system, and a
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strained, olefin-like structure, C60 is vulnerable to electrophilic attacks by oxygen, ozone, a series
of halogens, and osmium tetroxide, among others.4, 126, 193-198 Fullerene halogenation in particular
has been widely studied in organic solvents and solid state reactions.126, 199, 200 C60 chlorination
can be achieved in solid state by simple exposure to chlorine gas at 200-400 oC, which leads to
products with an average of 24 chlorine additions while maintaining a C60 (truncated
icosahedral) carbon cage based structure.201 At lower temperatures (-35 oC), liquid chlorine can
be used to achieve a less oxidized product (C60Clx, x~6).202 Reactions between C60 and ICl, ICl3,
KICl4 and VCl4 have also been observed, resulting in polychlorofullerenes as C60Clx (x=630).203-205 Under UV irradiation, Cataldo et al. developed a synthesis protocol with chlorine gas
in CCl4 or CS2 under UV irradiation, leading to the formation of polychlorofullerenes (average
of 40 and 43 chlorine additions per C60, respectively).126, 206
Used globally as a chemical oxidant, typically, target concentrations of free chlorine for
water system can range from 1-3 mg/L in drinking water systems, and from 2-70 mg/L in
wastewater systems207-210. As a possible unwanted side reaction, disinfection by-products (DBPs)
can also be formed via chlorine oxidation of dissolved organic species and, at elevated
concentrations, can pose potential human health risks.211-214 The redox potentials of both C60
(Eo(C60/C60-/6-) = -0.98/-3.26V)192 and free chlorine (as Eo(OCl-/Cl-)= 0.89 V)215, indicate that
fullerene chlorine oxidation reactions may also occur in water. Similar in concept, we have
reported the reaction between nC60 and ozone in the aqueous solution, which led to the formation
of highly oxidized, water soluble, fullerene-based hemiketal derivatives with ca. 29 oxygen
additions per C60 molecule.189 Others have also observed aqueous oxidation reactions in the
ground state of nC60, including Lee et al. who investigated nC60 oxidation via high
concentrations of hydroxyl radicals and found that ca. 30% of carbon was (mono)oxidized, under
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the described conditions.153 Recently, surface oxychlorination of nC60 in the presence of free
chlorine under florescent light irradiation (245 µW/cm2) was reported by Wang et al. and a
change in particle size was observed, even in the absence of light, in a high salinity solution (15
g NaCl/L).216 Additionally, the chlorination of nC60 (i.e. chlorination of oxidized/ozonated
fullerenes) was reported, with chlorine covalently bonded to carbon (C-Cl) identified, both
before (for a single reaction condition designed as a control) and after pretreatment (C60
oxidation) by ozone.217 However, to date, the reaction between nC60 and free chlorine in dark
(ground state) conditions have not been comprehensively investigated with regard to reaction and
product characterization.
In this work, we quantitatively describe the ground state C60 (as nC60 in water) reaction
with free chlorine over a range of relevant aqueous conditions (e.g. pH, chlorine level) resulting
in significantly oxidized fullerene products with enhanced aqueous stabilities. Along with
reaction kinetics, detailed product characterization using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), Fourier transformation infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are described. Lastly, reactant
and product physical properties, including organic partitioning and aggregation behaviors (with
varied ionic strengths/types and pH) are compared and discussed.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Materials
nC60 suspensions were prepared through solvent exchange using C60 saturated
tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution according to our previous report.189 In order to eliminate the
possible interference from the residual THF, nC60 suspensions were purified with > 99.5%
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(volume) water replacement through a stirred-cell membrane unit (Amicon, molecular weight
cutoff (MWCO) of 10,000 Da). Dibasic potassium phosphate (K2HPO4), sodium chloride
(NaCl), calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2•2H2O) and 1-octanol were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium hypochlorite solution (Laboratory Grade, 5.65-6.00 %),
phosphate buffer solution (for chlorine determination DPD method), and di-sodium
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Di-sodium EDTA) were purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA). Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) solution here used as the chlorine source was
quantified as 60.32 g/L as Cl2 through the iodometric method.218 All the reaction solutions used
in the experiment were prepared in ultrapure water (>18.2 MΩ-cm resistivity, Milli-Q, Millipore
Corp., MA).

4.2.2. Chlorination Batch Experiments
nC60 chlorination batch experiments were all conducted in 100 mL borosilicate glass
vials covered with aluminum foil to avoid the light irradiation during the reaction. The total
carbon concentration of starting nC60 solution was identified with TOC-L total carbon analyzer
(Shimadzu Scientific Instrument, Inc., MD) as 7 mg/L. The free chlorine in the reaction system
was created by adding NaOCl to nC60 solutions achieving Cl2 concentrations as 10, 50 and 100
mg/L. The pH of the system was adjusted initially to 4.5, 6.5 and 8.5 by nitric acid (HNO 3) or
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and stabilized with 10 mM phosphate buffered saline throughout the
reactions. HNO3 was employed here to adjust pH, rather than hydrochloric acid (HCl) to avoid
the effect derived from the additional chloride ions from HCl during the chlorination process.
System pH was monitored periodically over the course of the reactions. As the reaction
proceeded, 2 mL sample aliquots were taken at specific time intervals and immediately analyzed
via UV-vis spectroscopy (Varian Cary Bio50, Agilent Technology, CA) to monitor nC 60
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absorbance changes. 340 nm (molar adsorption coefficient = 4.486×104 M-1cm-1), a fundamental
absorbance C60 peak (as an 1T1u – 1Ag transition peak), was selected to evaluate reaction kinetics.
Within the concentration range studied, nC60 absorption at 340 nm is linearly proportional to
molecular C60 concentrations measured by HPLC upon solvent extraction (toluene).153,

187-189

Upon sampling, residual free chlorine was immediately quenched immediately with excess
sodium thiosulfate (molar ratio: 1/4 of Na2S2O3/Cl2).219 As the UV-vis scanning time is less than
10 seconds (with all free chlorine quenched), additional oxidation/chlorination reactions
occurring during UV-vis measurements are considered negligible. The free chlorine
concentration was monitored during the reaction by the standard DPD colorimetric method
(Figure S4.1).218 All of the experimental conditions were conducted in triplicate at room
temperature (21.0 ±1.0 °C). Control experiments of nC60 with no free chlorine in dark conditions
at the same levels of pH were also conducted for comparison. Reacted products were collected at
the end of the reaction for FTIR, XPS, Raman, XRD, TOC, TEM, DLS, aggregation kinetics
studies and water-octanol partition experiments for product characterizations.

4.2.3. Product Characterization
Solid products for FTIR analysis were prepared by mixing 200 mL nC 60 solution as 7
mg/L with 10 mg/L (or 100 mg/L) of Cl2 in the aqueous solution. Diffuse reflectance infrared
spectroscopy (DRIFTS) of the solid sample was conducted using a DRIFTS optical accessory
(Praying Mantis, Harrick Scientific) coupled to a Nexus 470 FTIR instrument (Thermo Nicolet,
NC). The residual NaOCl background in the reacted nC60 solution was removed through being
washed in the stirred-cell (Amicon, MWCO of 1000, in order to prevent oxidized products
losing) for more than 5 times until the NaOCl background was completely removed, indicated by
UV-vis spectra and pH of the out-flow solutions. The chlorinated products were collected from
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the purified solution in the vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific, NC) at room temperature overnight.
nC60 or chlorinated products were mixed with KBr at 1:200 w/w, for a signal optimized ratio.
The mixture was grounded in an agate mortar with pestle to be homogenized. The KBr spectrum
was collected for background subtraction before sample spectra collection. Samples for X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis were prepared in a vacuum oven at room temperature
by continuously dropping sample to achieve ca. 1 mL total volume on a gold coated silica
wafers. Wafers were prepared by sputter coated silica with gold to at least 20 nm thickness
before sample addition. XPS analyses of parent and reacted nC60 at different Cl2 levels were
conducted using a PHI Quantera SXM scanning X-ray microprobe with an Al mono source. The
analyses were all conducted at 26 eV pass energy at a 200 μm X-ray spot size. The TEM
micrographs were taken using FEI Spirit transmission electron microscopy at 120 kV voltage.
TEM specimens were prepared by evaporating ca.30 µL of parent or reacted nC 60 suspension on
the 400 mesh carbon-coated copper grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences, PA). TOC
concentrations of the nC60 solution before and after the reaction were determined through TOC-L
total carbon analyzer (Shimadzu Scientific Instrument, Inc., MD). nC60 solution as ca. 7 mg/L
reacted with 10 mg/L and 100 mg/L Cl2 respectively, and the resulting samples after 3 days and
54 days were collected to test the carbon conservation during the chlorination (oxidation) process
(if there is mineralization after long-term free chlorine exposure). Raman spectra were obtained
by using a Laser Raman spectrometer (Kaiser HoloLab5000) with a 532 nm wavelength laser
(Nd:YAG CW) focused through a ×20 objective lens. A silica reference calibration was
conducted before the measurement with solid samples. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns
were obtained using a Bruker D8 Advance with a LynxEye XE detector. 2 range was from 10
to 75 degree with a Cu K X-ray source (1.54 Å), generated at 40 kV and 40 mA.
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4.2.4. Octanol-Water Partition Coefficients Measurements
1-octanol was selected as the reference organic phase to determine the octanol-water
partitioning coefficients (Kow) of nC60 before and after chlorination. Kow was selected because it
is one of most common empirical parameters to evaluate the fate and distribution of organic
contaminants in the natural environment, including fullerene and its derivatives.220-222 8 mL
parent or reacted nC60 product solutions were mixed with 1-octanol solvent of the same volume
at three different pH values (pH = 4.5, 7.5 and 10.5) in amber glass vials and shook by a rotary
shaker (Labquake, Thermo Scientific, UT) for 3 hours. The mixtures were then stood for 24
hours to allow layer separation and samples in the water phase was collected for UV-vis analysis
(at 340 nm) to determine the concentration of nC60 left in the water phase. The octanol-water
partition coefficient (Kow) of the parent and reacted nC60 was calculated as the ratio of the
fullerol concentration in the octanol phase to that in the water phase, according to equation (1):
K ow =

C0
Cw

=

[Abs]340nm,i - k×[Abs]340nm,f
[Abs]340nm,f

(1)

The concentrations of nC60 in octanol phase were calculated by subtracting the nC60 absorbance
in the water phase after partitioning ([Abs]340nm,f) from the initial absorbance at 340 nm
([Abs]340nm,i) according to mass balance. This partitioning coefficient was corrected by the
concentrating factor k determined experimentally, in order to correct for the volume of water
dissolved into octanol phase. The pH effect (at 4.5, 7.5 and 10.5) was also covered, and adjusted
before partition by NaOH and HNO3. All the above experimental conditions were conducted in
triplicate at room temperature (21.0 ±1.0 °C).
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4.2.5. Aggregation Kinetics
The initial aggregation rates were determined by the linear regression of the initial slope
(ki) of the increasing of the hydrodynamic size of fullerene clusters in the presence of NaCl or
CaCl2 at different concentrations. As the ionic strength increased to the diffusion-limited regime,
the aggregation rate (kfast) was independent of the electrolyte concentration, which was chose to
normalize the attachment efficiency223-228:
1

α=W =

ki
k fast

(2)

The solutions of parent nC60 or reacted nC60 (with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days and 20 days) at the
same concentration (ca. 7 mg/L) were injected with certain amount of electrolyte stock solution
to achieve a total volume of 1 mL. Besides, 1.4 mM NaCl was presented initially in the parent
nC60 solutions in order to create the same ionic strength background as that of 100 mg/L Cl2
within the reacted nC60 samples. The pH of the reacted nC60 solution was adjusted to the same
level as the parent nC60 solution (pH = 6.3) before partition. The hydrodynamic diameters of
nanoparticles changing over time in the presence of NaCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2 were monitored via
time-resolved dynamic light scattering measurement (Zetasizer, Malvern Instruments, UK) for
20 minutes, which has been used for critical coagulation concentration (CCC) determination for
a wide range of nanoparticles.44, 229-238 The hydrodynamic diameters of particles as a function of
time are shown in Supporting Information as Figure S4.6. The initial slope of the size changing
over time was calculated over a time range 0-150 seconds. The critical coagulation concentration
is determined at the electrolyte concentration whereby the aggregation kinetics transit from
unfavorable (reaction-limited) to favorable regime (diffusion-limited).229 Experimentally, CCC
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was determined by the intersection of the reaction-limited stability curve with the diffusionlimited stability curve.224

4.3. Results and Discussion
In the dark, nC60 readily reacts with free chlorine in water. Characteristic nC60 spectra
(over 280 nm - 600 nm, with 1T1u – 1Ag transition peaks of 260 nm, 340 nm and 450 nm4) in the
presence of Cl2 (100 mg/L) are lost over an exposure time of 23 days, as shown in Figure 4.1a.
We have observed similar phenomena of characteristic peaks for semi-batch reactions of ground
state nC60 oxidation with dissolved ozone.189 Carbon mass balance determinations, before and
after the chlorination reactions, indicate no mass loss due to precipitation and/or mineralization
(Table S4-1). Effective reaction rates (shown in Figure 4.1b) were derived from the initial slopes
of the absorbance changes (0 - 60 minutes, linear) of nC60 at 340 nm during the reaction (SI,
Figure S4.2).239-241 Reaction rates increased as the Cl2 concentration increased due to the raised
oxidation potential (via concentration). Further, reaction rates were observed to increase by
decreasing pH due to the resulting chlorine species distribution (HOCl /OCl-). For reference, the
acid-base behaviors of hypochlorite in the water are presented in equations (3) and (4):
Cl2 + H2 O = HOCl + Cl- + H+ ,
HOCl = ClO- + H+ ,

KCl2

KHOCl

The acidity constants for equation (3) and (4) are 5.1 × 10-4 M (pKCl
M (pKHOCl, 25oC = 7.54), respectively.242,

243

(3)
(4)
o
2 ,25 C

= 3.29) and 2.9 × 10-8

As OH- is typically better leaving group than O2-

(from hypochlorite species), hypochlorous acid, at lower pH, is more reactive towards the
reduced organic compounds.208, 244 It should be noted that Cl2(aq) may also exist in the reaction
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system with higher chloride concentrations (Cl2(aq) typically undergoes complete hydrolysis at
pH > 4).208 Additionally, other chlorine intermediates (e.g. Cl3- and Cl2O) may also play a role(s)
in observed reactions, however these typically exist very low concentrations as reported for
similar systems.208, 244-246 Previous studies have reported a number of chlorination reactions with
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) which follow second-order reactions (or pseudo-first order
reaction when chlorine is excessive).247-249 However, the chlorination reaction rates (SI, Figure
S4.2) for these systems did not follow a simple second-order reaction behavior(s), suggesting
that a heterogeneous reaction is taking place. Similarly, aqueous nC60 reaction kinetics with
dissolved ozone was also observed to be a complex, heterogeneous reaction.189 nC60 particle
morphology alteration over a reaction is shown in Figure 4.1c. After 4 hours, nC60 faceted crystal
edges are observed pit and soften, and after 5 days, finally lose the organized structure (in the
presence of 200 mg/L Cl2). Similar nC60 morphological changes (i.e. crystalline to amorphous)
were also observed during the referenced nC60 ozonation reaction.189 The observed product
(amorphous) disorder was also clearly observed via XRD analysis as shown in Figure S4.3; the
reacted nC60 products (Figure S4.3c) diffraction patterns showed significant decrease in (short
range) order (extensive peak merging and broadening) compared with the parent nC60 and pure
C60 (reference) powders. Additionally, parallel diffraction patterns of the reacted nC 60 products
(Figure S4.3d) suggest a greater distance between C60 molecules after oxidation(s) as noted by
others.250 Soft cluster aggregation of hydroxylated fullerenes has been observed by Brant et al.
for (fullerols) in water, with hydrodynamic particle (cluster) size reported to be ca. 100 nm.251
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Figure 4.1:Reaction of C60 aggregates and free chlorine in water: (a) nC60 (ca. 7 mg/L) UV
spectra as a function of reaction time for batch reaction studies (100 mg/L Cl2; no buffer added);
(b) Reaction rate of nC60 with 10, 50 and 100 mg/L free chlorine at pH 4.5, 6.5 and 8.5 (Error
bars represent standard deviation calculated from triplication experiments); (c) TEM images of
nC60 morphology during chlorination: (i) parent nC60 at pH 4.5; (ii) nC60 with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 4
hours; (iii) nC60 with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 48 hours; (iv) nC60 with 200 mg/L Cl2 (5 days, additional
100 mg/L Cl2 added at 48 hours). All scale bars are 200 nm.
FTIR spectra for nC60 and reacted products are presented as a function of free chlorine
concentration and reaction time in Figure 4.2. Parent C60 powder exhibits five characteristic
peaks at 528, 576, 1180, 1430 and 1540 cm-1 attributed to C-C vibration modes of C60, as
reported by our group and elsewhere.89, 121 In water (Figure 4.2b), nC60 losses peak intensity at
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1180, 1430 and 1540 cm-1. This has been hypothesized to result from minor (surface) carbon
oxidation upon nC60 formation89, 184, which is supported by new peaks appearing within 18301684cm-1 (centered at 1726 cm-1, carbonyl group), 1000-1250 cm-1 (centered at 1100 cm-1, C-O
stretching).187-189 After nC60 reacted with 10 mg/L free chlorine for 5 days (Figure 4.2c), C60
characteristic peaks decrease although absorbance peaks around 1000 cm-1 remain when
compared with unreacted nC60. As Cl2 concentration is increased (Cl2 = 100 mg/L, reacted for 5
days, Figure 4.2e), a group of new peaks from 500 – 900 cm-1 is observed, which are typical of
C-Cl stretching.126 Mechanistically, chlorination reactions likely involve the electrophilic
additions of chlorine atom(s) at unsaturated ethyletic sites of C60 hexagonal rings, similar to
other reports.252 As nC60 surface molecules are partially oxidized upon formation (Figure 4.2b
and as observed by Labille et al.89), there is also possibility that chlorination occurs via
electrophilic substitution through OCl-/HOCl attack on the oxygen moieties in ortho- or parapositions of sp3 derivatized carbon of parent C60.208, 217 In addition, the peak centered at 1100
cm-1 (1280 cm-1 to 1020 cm-1) significantly increases , which can be attributed to both C-O
stretching and/or aryl C-Cl stretching.159, 253 Further, absorbance peaks centered at 1730 cm-1 and
1621 cm-1 also increase, indicating that C=O is being formed with increased amounts of free
chlorine.187,

189

Carbonyl groups may also evolve via Cl elimination (dehydrohalogenation)

mechanisms, as demonstrated by others.248, 254 Product spectrum for the case for higher levels of
Cl2 (as 100 mg/L) for 1 day exposure, is shown for comparison (Figure 4.2d), and also
demonstrates increasing levels of oxidation, as indicated by the relative decrease in parent
associated absorbance peaks in addition to increase in carbon - oxygen and carbon - chlorine
absorbance peaks at ca. 1700 cm-1, 1100 cm-1 and also 500 – 900 cm-1, respectively. With longer
exposure time (20 days), the characteristic parent peaks of 1180, 1430 and 1540 cm-1 disappear
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completely (Figure 4.2f), along with a relative increase oxygen related peaks, supporting
possible dehydohalogenation / hydrolysis processes. The relative intensity of characteristic peaks
at 528 and 576 cm-1 remained nearly same compared to the 5 day sample, with chlorinated
carbon occurrence actually decreasing over a longer reaction time, indicating intermediate C-Cl
occurrence. Under (photo)irradiation for 32 hours with a free chlorine concentration 400 mg/L
(as Cl2), C60 oxychlorination was reported by Wang et al. with oxygen moiety functional groups,
and aryl-Cl and C-Cl stretching identified by FTIR analysis.216 FTIR spectrum of a commercial
fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, (y ~ 6-8, x+y ~ 24, MER. Corp) is also provided for comparison
(Figure 4.2g) and while similar to oxychlorinated nC60, it is not identical.
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Figure 4.2: FTIR-DRIFTS unreacted nC60 and chlorinated products spectra: (a) C60 powder; (b)
Unreacted nC60 control; nC60 products after reaction with (c) 10 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days; (d) 100
mg/L Cl2 for 1 day; (e) 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days; (f) 100 mg/L Cl2 for 20 days; (g) Parent fullerol
(C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y ~ 6-8, x+y ~ 24).
XPS absorption spectra of nC60 and chlorinated products are compared in Figure 4.3.
Similarly to FTIR results, parent nC60 is slightly (surface) oxidized (Figure 4.3a). While the
majority of parent material carbon remains underivatized (elemental) (ca. 284.4 eV, 86.1%), a
low degree of mono-oxidized carbon and di-oxidized carbon are observed at ca. 286.3 eV (7.7%)
and 288.4 eV (6.2%).187, 255 For C1s analysis of the products (Figure 4.3b and 4.3c), both monooxidized carbon (ca. 286 eV) and di-oxidized carbon and/or chlorinated carbon (ca. 288 eV)
significant increased upon free chlorine exposure (Figure 4.3b, c). It should be noted that
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oxidized carbon observed at 288 eV can be assigned to either di-oxidized carbon (-C=O or –OC-O-) and/or chlorinated carbon (C-Cl).187, 216, 256 Qualitatively, these results are similar to XPS
characterization of photoirradiated nC60 (fluorescent light = 245 µW/cm2, 400 mg/L free
chlorine, pH 7, 32 hour reaction time) by Wang et al., which also identified mono-oxidized, dioxidized carbon products; however, Cl oxidation states were not reported. Further, Wang et al.
conclude

that

oxidation

reactions

with

free

chlorine

under

irradiated

conditions

occurred/remained on the outer surface of nC60 aggregates.216 Recognizing the limitation of XPS
to differentiate such types of carbons via C (1s) analysis, Cl (2p) analysis was also performed
and provided in Figure 4.3d-f. Upon 10 mg/L Cl2 exposure (Figure 4.3e), nC60 products show
chlorine peaks (Cl2p3/2/Cl2p1/2), which occurs as a split response (to a single oxidation state),
located at 200.2/201.9eV (62.1/18.2%) and 201.5/203.1eV (12.9/6.8%). While Cl signal at lower
binding energies (200.2/201.9eV) may be complicated here any NaOCl residual background
signal (NaOCl control XPS, Cl spectrum is shown in Figure S4.4)257, the second group of Cl split
peaks, appearing at 201.5/203.1eV, are indicative of Cl covalently bonded to carbon.256 Alpatova
et al. also observed Cl covalently bonded to nC60 carbon when treated with sequential
ozonation/chlorination, and the extent of chlorination decreased (C-Cl amounts) with increasing
(pre)ozonation dosage.217 Further, when exposed to 100 mg/L Cl2 (Figure 4.3f), an increased CCl signal at 201.4/203.1eV (30.9/9.1%) is observed indicating a relative higher degree of
chlorination. Taken together, XPS results are consistent with FTIR observations, indicating
relative increase of product oxychlorination as free chlorine concentration was increased.
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Figure 4.3: XPS spectra and curve-fitting analyses of nC60 and reacted products: (a) unreacted
nC60 (C1s); (b) nC60 products with 10 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days (C1s); (c) nC60 products with 100
mg/L Cl2 for 5 days (C1s); (d) unreacted nC60 (Cl2p); (e) nC60 products with 10 mg/L Cl2 for 5
days (Cl2p); (f) nC60 products with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days (Cl2p).
Raman spectra of parent C60, nC60 and the reacted nC60 products obtained by the
chlorination reaction with 100 mg/L of Cl2 are shown in Figure 4.4. Characteristic Raman peaks
appeared for the parent C60 solid sample, with shifts as 1355 cm-1 (D-band), 1417 cm-1 (7Hg),
1458 cm-1 (2Ag), 1571 cm-1 (8Hg), and 1604 cm-1 (G-band).258, 259 The G-band at ca. 1600 cm-1
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and D-band at ca. 1355 cm-1 represent sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms in an underivatized fullerene
structure, respectively.260 Here, the intensity ratio of D-band (ID) to G-band (IG), is used for
relative comparison of the extent of derivatization, as done for graphenes and fullerenes.260, 261
The spectrum of nC60 solid sample collected from a highly purified aqueous solution is relative
similar to pure C60, with the same ID to IG ratio as 0.718. After exposure to 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5
days, the ID to IG ratio increased to 0.915, indicating a relative increase in sp2 carbon being
covalently modified to sp3 carbon.260 The bottom spectrum is a commercial fullerol
(C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y ~ 6-8, x+y ~ 24, MER.Corp) which is similar in ID to IG ratio to the observed
chlorinated product(s), which would be expected with increased sp3 carbon occurrence.
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Sample

C60

nC60

Reacted nC60

Fullerol

ID/IG

0.718

0.718

0.915

0.909

Figure 4.4: Raman spectra of C60 and reacted products (from top to bottom lines): (1) C60
powder; (2) Unreacted nC60; (3) nC60 reacted products with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days; (4) Parent
fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y ~ 6-8, x+y ~24). Table: ID/IG ratios for samples.
Material physical properties/behavior, before and after reactions, were compared through
octanol-water partition behavior at pH 7.5 (SI, Figure S4.5). The Kow of nC60 after a 20 day
reaction with 100 mg/L Cl2 was evaluated at 3 different pH levels (at pH 4.5, 7.5 and 10.5), and
were all observed to be significantly lower than that after a 5 day reaction, indicative of a
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relatively more hydrophilic interface (upon longer reaction time). The aggregation status of nC60
and the reacted products were also evaluated (Figure 4.5a) as a function of pH. While parent
nC60 is stable (monodispersed) from pH 5 to 10 as observed previously41, 168, upon reaction (100
mg/L Cl2 for 5 days), products, as soft clusters, were observed to remain stable over an extended
pH range from 2 to 10.41, 168, 226, 262 Further, 20 day reactions resulted in product clusters that
were colloidally stable at pH values near 1.
Parent and product aggregation kinetics were evaluated through attachment efficiencies
(α) calculations as shown in Figure 4.5b-4.5d. In the presence of NaCl, parent nC60 remains
monodispersed (ca. 90 nm as measured by average intensity response)96, 168, 263 at or below 20
mM NaCl with a CCC value of 104 mM. Previous studies identified the CCC of water stable C 60
aggregates from 84 mM to 260 mM, with differences attributed to synthesis routes and surface
charge sources.223, 224, 226, 230, 231 The stability of chlorinated nC60 after 5 days was significantly
enhanced, with an observed CCC of 648 mM for NaCl. The NaCl CCC value increased even
further to 817 mM after a 20 day reaction time. A similar increase in nC 60 CCC (NaCl) was also
observed by Qu et al. after 7 days’ oxidation via UV irradiation in water.224 Significantly
enhanced colloidal stability of the reacted nC60 products is likely due to both increased electron
repulsion forces (a more net negative surface charge) in addition to increased steric repulsion
forces (Figure S4.7). As observed by XPS and FTIR analyses, product cluster surfaces have
additional / new oxygen and chlorine functionality which changes the molecular-scale charge
landscape (placement/order) and thus the net hydration-based repulsion forces (likely decreasing
hydrophobic interactions between particles).124 According to the Schulze-Hardy rule264, divalent
cations are typically more effective screening negative surface negative charge and accordingly,
the CCC values for both parent and reacted nC60 in MgCl2 solution (5 days reaction) were
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observed to be lower, 8.0 mM and 14.8 mM, respectively (Figure 4.5c). CCC values for parent
and reacted nC60 in CaCl2 solutions were even lower than MgCl2, with values of 4.56 mM and
4.83 mM, respectively (Figure 4.5d). Such a decrease, and deviation from the Schulze-Hardy
rule, is hypothesized to be due to relatively strong physicochemical complexation of Ca2+ with
carboxyl groups.224, 225, 265-267,268 Relative to Ca2+ ions, Mg2+ ions typically have significantly
lower stability constants than that of monodentate calcium carboxyl complexes.227, 228, 265, 269 Inline with previous reports, upon 20 days of reaction, we observe the CCC for Ca 2+ to further
decrease (3.77 mM), whereas the CCC of Mg2+ (MgCl2) actually increased to 25.7 mM.

4.4. Conclusions
Taken together, this work describes aqueous available C60 (as nC60) reacting with free
chlorine, which is broadly used for range of disinfection and oxidation processes, in the absence
of light irradiation (i.e. without fullerene photo-excitation). Kinetic and product analyses
collectively indicate that C60 is covalently derivatized, with oxygen and chlorine additions, and
the extent of oxychlorination increases with both reaction time and chlorine concentration.
Further, the physical properties of the resulting (and stable) product clusters are significantly
altered, resulting in enhanced product stabilities over expanded pH and ionic strength ranges.
Specific product form, product behavior, and resulting implications will depend on the resulting
level of C60 oxycholorination (i.e. the available chlorine concentration × exposure time, CT).
This work highlights the need to fundamentally understand potential nanomaterial reaction
pathways and stable products, in both the environment and common engineered systems, for
accurate fate, transport, life cycle, and risk assessments.
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Figure 4.5: Aggregation stability curves of pristine nC60 and reacted nC60 for 5 and 20 days with
100 mg/L Cl2: (a) Hydrodynamic diameter at different pH; (b) Attachment efficiencies in NaCl
solutions; (c) Attachment efficiencies in MgCl2 solutions; (d) Attachment efficiencies in CaCl2
solutions.
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Chapter 4. Supporting Information
Profiles of free chlorine concentrations, nC60 UV absorbance at 340 nm, XRD
diffractograms of nC60 and reacted products, XPS spectra of NaOCl, water-octanol coefficients
of products, aggregation and zeta potential profiles, and table of TOC analyses are included.

Figure S4.1: Free chlorine concentration measured as the difference between initial and current
concentrations ([Cl2]0-[Cl2]) during the reaction: (a). no nC60 at pH 6.5; nC60 solution (ca. 7 mg/L)
with initial Cl2 concentration as (b) 10 mg/L; (c) 50 mg/L; (d) 100 mg/L. (Error bars represent
standard deviation calculated from triplication experiments)
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a

b

c

d

Figure S4.2: nC60 UV absorbance ratios at 340 nm (C/C0) over reactions. ((a). Cl2 = 0 mg/L; (b).
Cl2 = 10 mg/L; (c). Cl2 = 50 mg/L; (d). Cl2 = 100 mg/L.) (Error bars represent standard deviation
calculated from triplication experiments)
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(d) Fullerol

(c) Reacted nC60
(b) nC60

(a) C60

Figure S4.3: XRD diffractograms of parent nC60 and the reacted products: (a) C60 powder
(JCPDS #44-0558); (b) Unreacted nC60; (c) Reacted nC60 (treated with 100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days);
(d) Parent fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y ~ 6-8, x+y ~24).
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Figure S4.4: Cl(2p) XPS spectrum of NaOCl and curve-fitting analysis.
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Figure S4.5: Water-octanol coefficients (Kow) of pristine nC60 and reacted nC60 with 100 mg/L
Cl2 for 5 days and 20 days. (Error bars represent standard deviation calculated from triplication
experiments)
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Figure S4.6: Aggregation profiles of nC60 and reacted products in the presence of NaCl, CaCl2
and MgCl2: (a) Unreacted nC60 in NaCl; (b) Reacted nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 5 days in NaCl; (c)
Reacted nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 20 days in NaCl; (d) Unreacted nC60 in MgCl2; (e) Reacted
nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 5 days in MgCl2; (f) Reacted nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 20 days in MgCl2;
(g) Unreacted nC60 in CaCl2; (h) Reacted nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 5 days in CaCl2; (i) Reacted
nC60 (100 mg/L Cl2) for 20 days in CaCl2.
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a

c

b

Figure S4.7: Zeta potential of unreacted nC60 and nC60 products (reaction with 100 mg/L Cl2 for
5 days): (a) pH effect; (b) NaCl as electrolyte; (3) CaCl2 as electrolyte. (Error bars represent
standard deviation calculated from triplication experiments)
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Table S4-1: Total organic carbon analysis for parent nC60 and reacted products.

Cl2 (mg/L)

0 day (mg/L)

3 day (mg/L)

54 day (mg/L)

10

6.98±0.13

6.68±0.10

7.06±0.08

100

6.98±0.13

6.80±0.53

7.35±0.48
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Chapter 5 :Photo-enhanced Transformation of
Hydroxylated Fullerene (Fullerol) by Free
Chlorine in Water
Abstract
Water-soluble, hydroxylated fullerenes (termed fullerols or fullerenols) have gained
increasing attention as they have been identified as the primary oxidized product(s) during
exposure of C60 (aggregated nC60) to UV light (including sunlight UVA) or ozone in water.
However, subsequent and resulting environmental reactivity of such daughter products is still not
clearly defined. Here, we examine the chemical and physical transformation of a model fullerol
in the presence of free chlorine, a globally applied oxidant in water treatment systems. Under
both light (photo-excited state) and dark (ground state) conditions with free chlorine, fullerol
reactivity and kinetics are described for batch systems over a range of environmentally relevant
conditions. The resulting fullerene-based (C60 carbon cage), oxy-chlorinated products were
characterized and described with a suite of analytical techniques, including

13

C-NMR, FTIR,

XPS, and UV-vis spectroscopy. Product physical (behavior) properties were characterized via
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D) and classic water-octanol partition experiments. For all
conditions evaluated in the presence of free chlorine, fullerol readily reacts, resulting in
significant surface (functional) alteration with differing physical (partitioning) behaviors when
compared to parent materials. Further, the presence of light (UVA, 351 nm) was observed to
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significantly enhance reaction rates and product oxidation stoichiometry (i.e. relative oxidation
extent).

5.1. Introduction
Despite negligible water solubility, C60 forms water-stable nano-scale aggregates (also
termed as “nC60”) in aquatic environments, through various environmentally relevant routes.6, 36,
97, 270

Upon exposure to light, resulting in a photoexcited state, and in the presence of oxygen,

nC60 readily forms water-soluble fullerene derivatives (with oxygen functionalities, also termed
as fullerenols and/or fullerols).55, 72, 271 Similar fullerols have also been identified as primary
oxidized products for hydrogenated fullerenes (fulleranes) in the presence of ambient oxygen and
UVA or sunlight irradiation.119 In addition to being identified as environmentally relevant
products, fullerols have also been specifically synthesized and applied for industrial applications
(e.g. fullerene-containing polymers).272, 273
As a general class of fullerene derivatives, the chemical formulas of fullerols are often
expressed as C60(OH)x, whereby the number of hydroxyl groups is typically distributed from 8 to
40.48, 57, 159, 274-277 Typically, fullerols exhibit considerably different physicochemical behaviors
compared to parent fullerene.55, 166, 220, 278 In particular, fullerols are significantly more watersoluble in comparison to the parent fullerenes, which is a critical difference when considering
environmental lifecycle, fate, and transport models. For example, it has been demonstrated that,
through heating Na+-free fullerol (C60(OH)12) in 30% aqueous hydrogen peroxide at 60 oC under
air for 2 weeks, the solubility of fullerol can reach 58.9 mg/mL, which is ca. 10 orders of
magnitude higher than molecular C60.48 Fullerol-catalyzed ROS (reactive oxygen species)
production systems (in aqueous media) have also been evaluated under varied conditions (e.g.
100

controlled UV or sunlight) with relatively high quantum yields observed for ROS production.58,
60, 61

Singlet oxygen (1O2) has been demonstrated as one of the primary ROS species, in addition

to superoxide (O2•-) in the presence of available electron donors.

58, 98

Additionally, while the

hydroxyl radical is not observed as a primary product in these systems, it can exist in these
systems as secondary ROS species.60 Such ROS (e.g. 1O2, O2•-, •OH) production, which is more
efficient than nC60, has also been implicated in cell membrane damage mechanisms.72, 98, 137-139,
279

Interestingly, fullerols can also act to quench ROS (in dark) in the aqueous phase (e.g. •OH,

O2•-, H•, eaq-), forming fullerol radical adducts and radical anions.64, 100, 280, 281 Fullerol has also
been shown to be reactive with superoxide radicals (O2•-) and nitric oxide, even under dark
conditions.64, 67, 282 In addition, fullerol reduction via cyclic voltammetry and in the presence of
zero-valence metals (e.g. Zn) has also been reported.161, 283 With both aromatic-like and olefinlike regions, fullerene can be oxidized through a variety of oxidative pathways, among which,
chlorination has been extensively investigated.126, 203, 206, 284, 285 In water and under fluorescent
light, nC60 has been reported to readily react with free chlorine, resulting in surface oxidation and
particle disaggregation.286 However, to date, specific fullerol reactions with free chlorine have
not been reported.
In this study, the reactivity of fullerol with free chlorine, a globally applied disinfectant,
is described under dark (i.e. ground state) and UVA irradiation (351 nm, 2 mW/cm2, mimicking
sunlight UVA irradiation). Reaction kinetics are described and modeled for a series of batch
reactions over a range of conditions, with resulting products characterized by UV-vis
spectroscopy,
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C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (13C NMR), X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and total organic carbon
(TOC) analyses. Finally, phase partitioning and surface deposition behaviors for both parent
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fullerol and products were evaluated and compared using classic water-octanol partition
coefficients (Kow) and deposition rates (via quartz crystal microbalance).

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Materials
Fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y=8-10, x+y ~24, purity > 99%) and

13

C-labeled (~25%

enriched) fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y=8-10, x+y ~24, purity > 99%) were purchased from MER
(Tucson, AZ). Fullerol stock suspensions (40 mg/L) were prepared by adding powder fullerol to
ultrapure water and stirring it for 24 hours in the dark. The golden-colored suspensions were
vacuum filtered through 0.22 μm PES membrane (Corning, NY) and stored in the dark at room
temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 °C). Stock suspensions remained stable in water for months according to
UV-vis, DLS, and visual inspection. Total carbon concentration of the stock solution was 10
mg/L. Dibasic potassium phosphate (K2HPO4), sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3), sodium chloride
(NaCl) and 1-octanol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Free chlorine in the
reaction was provided via sodium hypochlorite (Laboratory Grade, Fisher Scientific), which was
quantified as 39.95 g/L as Cl2 through iodometric method.218 Phosphate buffer solution, disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Di-sodium EDTA), potassium iodide, starch indicator
solution and acetic acid, used for standard DPD colorimetric method to quantify free chlorine
concentration, were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). All the reaction solutions
were prepared in ultrapure water (>18.2 MΩ-cm resistivity, Milli-Q, Millipore Corp., MA).
Unless indicated, all chemicals were reagent grade or higher.
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5.2.2. Fullerol (Photo)Chlorination Experiments
Fullerol photochlorination experiments were conducted as batch experiments by mixing
20 mg/L fullerol with free chlorine (0, 10, 50 and 100 mg/L) in 100 mL customized quartz
reactors (Technical Glass Products) in a bench-scale photo-reactor. The initial pH of the reaction
solution was adjusted with HNO3 or NaOH to 6.5, in the presence of 10 mM phosphate buffer.
The custom photo-reactor was built with two circuitous monochromatic (wavelength at 351 nm)
UVA lamps (BHK, CA) on opposing reactor walls (fans were installed on each side for heat
dissipation). The light intensity was calibrated to 2000 ± 50 µW/cm2 initially with a radiometer
(UVP, Inc.), which was also monitored regularly during the reactions and corrected if needed.
Chlorination reactions in dark conditions were conducted in 100 mL borosilicate glass vials
coated with aluminum foil to exclude light irradiation. For anaerobic conditions, 50 mL fullerol
(20 mg/L) solutions were bubbled with N2 gas (Airgas, Bowling Green, KY) for at least 1 hour
to reduce the oxygen concentration to below 0.5 ppm, tested with a microprobe dissolved oxygen
meter (Neofox system, Oceanoptics, FL). For such anaerobic conditions, free chlorine was
injected after the deoxygenation process, in order to avoid the reaction initiation with free
chlorine during the deoxygenation process. Over the reaction, sample aliquots were taken and
measured immediately through scanning from 190-800 nm using a UV-vis spectrophotometer
(Varian Cary Bio50), and the absorbance at 285 nm was represented with a high molar
adsorption coefficient (ranging from 2.896 to 2.971 × 104 M-1cm-1) to quantify the unreacted
fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y=8-10, x+y~24) over the reaction. The absorbance interference from
free chlorine was eliminated with excess sodium thiosulfate (1/4 of Na2S2O3/Cl2 as molar ratio).
The free chlorine concentration during the reaction was determined by the standard DPD
colorimetric method, which is shown as Figure S5.1.218 All the above experiments for reaction
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kinetics study were conducted in triplicate at room temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 oC). Control
experiments of fullerol, without free chlorine at the same levels of pH, were also conducted for
comparison. The products after the reaction were collected at the end for 13C NMR, FTIR, XPS,
TOC, QCM-D, and water-octanol partition experiments for product characterizations.

5.2.3. Product Characterization
To prepare the reacted fullerol products after chlorination in dark conditions, a
concentrated fullerol solution (5 g/L) was mixed with free chlorine (2.5 or 25 g/L) in a 10 mL
solution for 1 or 5 days. Photo-chlorinated fullerol products were prepared in the same way but
conducted in the UV reactor for 1 day, because the free chlorine in the solution will be consumed
in less than 24 hours via photolysis reactions. The reacted products were collected after washed
with stirred-cell (Amicon, molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 1000) for at least 5 times until
the residual NaOCl background was completely removed, indicated with UV-vis spectra and pH
of the out-flow solutions. FTIR analyses of the parent fullerol and reacted products were
conducted in solid-state through diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS, Nexus 470 FTIR, Thermo Nicolet, NC). Parent fullerol and reacted products were
dried in a vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific, NC) for several days at room temperature. Solid
powders of fullerol or reacted products were mixed with KBr powder (Spectrograde,
International Crystal Lab, NJ) at the optimum ratio of 1:10, in an agate mortar with pestle. A
KBr background spectrum was collected for subtraction before sample spectrum collection. For
XPS analyses, wafers for analyses were prepared with sputter coated silica wafers with gold to at
least 20 nm thickness before the sample was added. Parent fullerol or reacted products solutions
(residual free chlorine was completely removed) were dried on wafers in the vacuum oven at
room temperature by dropping samples until the total volume reached to ca. 1 mL. XPS spectra
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were obtained by using a Physical Electronic 5000 VersaProbe II Scanning ESCA Microprobe
with an Al K-α X-ray source with 23.5 eV pass energy at a 100 µm X-ray spot size. Solid-state
13

C NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Avance III, 4.7 T spectrometer (50.3 MHz

13

C,

200.1 MHz 1H) with a broadband probe for spinning rotors with a 4 mm outer diameter. For
reacted products,

13

C-enriched fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, ca. 25% ) was reacted with free

chlorine at a fullerol to Cl2 mass ratio of 1:5 in 10 mL D2O (deuterium enrichment 99.9%,
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. MA) for 1 day (UVA irradiation) and 5 days (in the dark).
Mineralization during the (photo)chlorination/oxidation was tested through total organic carbon
concentrations of fullerol solutions before and after reactions, which were determined through a
TOC-L total carbon analyzer (Shimadzu Scientific Instrument, Inc, MD).

5.2.4. Octanol-water Partition Coefficients Measurement
Octanol-water partition coefficients here were selected as one of the most common
empirical parameters to describe the hydrophobicity of particle surface, and to some extent,
could evaluate the transport behaviors of organic contaminants in the environmentally relevant
scenarios.161, 220, 222 The solution of parent fullerol/reacted products was mixed with 1-octanol
solvent in the same volume (8 mL) with an initial pH of 7.5 in amber glass vials. The mixtures
were shaken by a rotary shaker (Labquake, Thermo Scientific, UT) for 3 hours and then were left
for 24 hours until the water and octanol completely separated. Samples in the water phase were
collected for UV-vis to determine the residual fullerol concentration (absorbance at 285 nm). The
octanol-water partition coefficient (Kow) could be calculated as Equation (1):

Kow =

C0
Cw

=

[Abs]285nm,i - k×[Abs]285nm,f
[Abs]285nm,f
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(1)

Here the concentration of fullerol or reacted products in the octanol phase was calculated
according to mass balance by subtracting the initial amount with the concentration in the water
phase measured with UV-vis. The actual Kow was corrected by the concentrating factor k, which
was determined through experiments, since the volume of water dissolved into octanol phase
cannot be ignored. All these coefficients were obtained through triplicate experiments at each
condition.

5.2.5. Quartz Crystal Microbalance Analysis
Quartz crystal microbalance was employed to investigate the different interaction
behavior of parent fullerol or reacted products with polystyrene (PS)-coated surface, which is
one of the typical hydrophobic surfaces in natural environments.287,

288

Measurements were

conducted with a Q-Sense E4 unit (Q-sense AB, Sweden) through monitoring the frequency
changes (Δf) over time, while the fullerol solution flowed onto PS-coated QCM-D crystal (QSX305, Q-sense). The sensors were prepared and cleaned by following the standard protocol
developed by Penfold and Naderi.289, 290 After introducing 1.42 mM NaCl buffer solution to the
system for 10 minutes to initiate the measurement at 22 oC, in order to minimize the interference
adsorption from background NaOCl (1.42 mM, which is equivalent with 100 mg/L Cl2 as the
ionic strength background), fullerol solutions were allowed to flow on PS surface for about 1
hour. The mass of fullerol adsorbed can be linearly related to the frequency change (Δf)
expressed as Sauerbrey Model291:
1

∆m= -C ∆f
n

(2)

where ∆m is the total mass of fullerol nanoparticles deposited on the aiming surface, ∆f is the
shift in resonance frequency, n is the overtone number of the system (1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 13) and C
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is the crystal constant (17.7 ng/(Hz-cm2)). The third overtone (n = 3) was selected in this study
for calculation.223, 292

5.3. Results and Discussion
Typically, parent fullerol solutions (20 mg/L) were reacted with 100 mg/L free chlorine
under both dark and UVA irradiation conditions as shown in Figure 5.1. As the reaction
proceeded, the initial golden hue of the fullerol solution was lost, with no precipitation, under
both conditions (Figure 5.1a and 5.1b), indicating a reaction had occurred. For all cases, reaction
kinetics under UV irradiation (351nm, 2mW/cm2) were observed to be significantly faster
compared to dark reactions. Under dark conditions and at varied free chlorine concentrations,
time resolved fullerol absorbance (taken at 285nm) is presented in Figures 5.1c and 5.1e.
Pseudo-first-order kinetics, with regard to fullerol absorbance change (Equation (3)), is observed
for all dark reactions ([total of all chlorine species] » [total of all reacting fullerene species]),
which is similar to other observations of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) chlorination
reactions293:
R=-

d[F]
dt

= k[F] = kobs,dark [Cl2 ]0 [F]

(3)

where [F] and [Cl2] are the concentrations of fullerol and free chlorine (during reaction),
respectively. Here, kobs,dark is designated as the observed rate constant of a second order reaction
with regard to fullerol and free chlorine ([Cl2] ~ [Cl2]0). The overall reaction rates were enhanced
at higher free chlorine concentrations due to net increase of redox potential. Observed rate
constants (kobs,dark), shown in Table 5-1, decreased as free chlorine level increased, indicating that
the reaction between fullerol clusters and free chlorine molecules was diffusion limited, rather
than reaction controlled, at higher levels of chlorine concentrations. Reactions were also
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conducted for anaerobic (DO ≤ 0.5 ppm) conditions, and the rate constants (Table 5-1) were
nearly identical to those under aerobic conditions, implying that oxygen was not involved in the
initial oxidation reaction (steps) under dark conditions. Under UVA irradiation, the overall
reaction rates are expressed in Equation (4) and (5) (Supporting Information, Equation S1-S7):
R=-

d[F]
dt

R=-

= R1 + R2 = k1 [F] +kobs,UV [F]([Cl2 ]0 -k3 t)

d[F]
dt

= R2 = kobs,UV [F]([Cl2 ]0 -k3 t)

(Aerobic)

(4)

(Anaerobic)

(5)

under photo-irradiation, in contrast to the dark reaction, free chlorine undergoes photolysis in
addition to photoexcitation of the fullerol molecule itself.208

Observed rate constants for

reactions between free chlorine and fullerol (kobs,UV) are presented in Table 5-1, and are at least
one order of magnitude higher than parallel reactions under dark conditions. Such enhancement
is due, in part, to the involvement of a variety of highly reactive radicals within the oxidation
reactions, from the photolysis of free chlorine and fullerol self-catalyzing ROS production in the
presence of oxygen (e.g. 1O2, O2•-, •OH, Cl•, ClO•, Cl2•-, O(3P), etc.).58, 60, 294 In solutions with
trace amounts of dissolved oxygen (anaerobic condition, DO ≤ 0.5 mg/L, UVA irradiated), the
rate constants of the reaction between fullerol and free chlorine (kobs,UV) were comparable to
aerobic conditions. Thus overall reaction processes include fullerol with oxygen and fullerol with
free chlorine (R1 and R2 in Equation (4)), respectively.58, 60, 61, 294, 295 Similar to ground-state
reactions, the observed rate constants for photo-chlorination decreased as the free chlorine
concentration increased, indicating diffusion limitations. Reaction pathways for fullerol oxychlorination most likely involves electrophilic addition/substitution with HOCl/OCl- (dark) or
highly reactive chlorine/oxygen radicals (under light) attack of the conjugated π structure(s),
with the reactive sites located at the electron-rich carbon atoms of an ortho or even para position
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to an electron donating group (hydroxyl, oxide ion).208, 252, 256, 260 The electron donating ability of
substituents associated with aromatic rings may also affect relative reaction rates and extents.
For example, reaction rates between HOCl with phenoxide ion was ca. 105 times faster compared
to the neutral form of the phenol.296 Other mechanisms have also been proposed including strong
adsorption due to the formation of charge transfer complexes associated with the electron
acceptor character of Cl2; simple physical adsorption; and physical entrapment for narrow porelike structures.256,

297, 298

For larger (carbon) networked materials such fullerenes, multiple

oxygenation/chlorination routes leading to various fullerene derivatives complicate site specific
reaction kinetics analyses and modeling. Here, we do realize that there are likely different
mechanisms and pathways involved in the reactions in the ground state vs. photo-excited state,
and such observed secondary order reactions were provided for qualitative comparisons.
Table 5-1: Chlorination reaction rate constants (kobs, L•min-1•mg-1) under varied experimental
conditions
Initial Cl2 (mg/L)

Photo-irradiation
Condition

10

Dark

50

UVA

Dark

100

UVA

Dark

UVA

Aerobic

7.00E-05

2.95E-03

3.20E-05

4.40E-04

2.70E-05

2.10E-04

Anaerobic

8.00E-05

2.37E-03

2.60E-05

4.47E-04

2.00E-05

1.96E-04
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a

b

c

d

ee

f

Figure 5.1: Fullerol (photo)chlorination reactions under: (a) dark condition (20 mg/L fullerol
with 100 mg/L Cl2 at pH 6.5); (b) UVA irradiating condition (20 mg/L fullerol with 100 mg/L
Cl2 at pH 6.5); Fullerol UV adsorption at 285 nm as a function of time under (pH = 6.5,
phosphate buffer =10 mM) (c) dark aerobic condition; (d) UVA aerobic condition; (e) dark
anaerobic condition; (f) UVA anaerobic condition.
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13

C-NMR spectra of parent fullerol and (photo)chlorinated products with ca. 25% 13C-

labeled are shown in Figure 5.2. For parent fullerol (Figure 5.2a), besides the C=C peak at 146.3
ppm, there are additional signals appearing at 75.8 ppm (hydroxylated sp3 carbons) with a
shoulder at 94 ppm (ketals and hemiketals); 175.5 ppm (carbonyl carbons, as carboxyl groups);
195.2 ppm (carbonyl carbons, as ketones); and a weak signal at 166.0 ppm (as vinyl ether
carbon), indicating oxygen-based derivatization of the parent fullerol before chlorination as
described by others.42,56, 148, 299 For reacted products under dark conditions (Figure 5.2b), C=C
response is is shifted downfield by ca. 10 ppm to 135.8 ppm, because of numerous different
substituent effects that are both electronic and steric in nature of fullerol molecule after reaction.
A similar upfield shift was also observed by Hou et al.73 after prolonged exposure of nC60 to
sunlight and also by Fortner et al.74 after nC60 oxidation by ozone. In this, and other72,73,74 work,
new peaks appearing from about 160 ppm to 180 ppm, are indicative that a variety of oxygencontaining functionalized carbons were produced (e.g., carboxyl and vinyl ether).84,

161, 299

Signals resulting from these functional groups, especially carboxyl, are evident after oxidation by
free chlorine (Figure 5.2b). A weak, sharp peak is also observed at 96.1 ppm, which has been
reported to be indicative of CCl4300 but may also indicate single -O-C-O- species (as in a ketal or
hemiketal) in these complex structures. Support for this assignment also comes from the absence
of this signal in 1H-13C CPMAS experiments with contact times ranging from 0.3-7.5 ms (data
not shown). The enhanced signal breadth upfield of ca. 115 ppm for samples chlorinated in the
dark suggests the presence of numerous ketal or hemiketal species in addition to aliphatic
carbons bearing just one oxygen functional group. The

13

C-NMR spectrum of the reacted

fullerol under UVA irradiation is shown in Figure 5.2c, which is even more significantly altered
from the parent fullerol. The signals for alcohols, ketals, and hemiketals are much weaker, while
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the signal at 96.3 ppm attributed to CCl4 is stronger than after chlorination in the dark. Fewer
olefinic carbons are present; and the narrower signal (135.7 ppm) indicates that they are also
more similar bonding environments.

Carboxyl and vinyl ether environments dominate,

indicating high levels of oxidation. The elimination of H-Cl may happen with hydroxyl groups
and ortho-chlorinated carbons, leading to ketone or carboxyl group formation.293 In addition, as
shown in Table S5-1, total organic carbon (dissolved) remained the same under all experimental
conditions, indicating there is no mineralization during these oxychlorination processes. The
approximate relative abundance of oxygen containing functional groups before and after
chlorination is shown in Table 5-2.
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Figure 5.2:

13

C-NMR spectra of (a) parent fullerol (25 %

13

C enriched, C60(OH)x(ONa)y), (b)

reacted fullerol products in dark (100 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days) and (c) reacted fullerol products
under UVA irradiation (100 mg/L Cl2 for 1 day) obtained with 12 kHz MAS, 90o 13C pulse, 41.0ms FID, and 60-s relaxation delay for each sample. ((a) 1616 scans, 10 Hz (0.2 ppm) of line
broadening applied to the FID; (b) 1888 scans, 10 Hz (0.2 ppm) of line broadening applied to the
FID; (c) 2048 scans, 25 Hz (0.5 ppm) of line broadening applied to the FID.)
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Table 5-2: Approximate relative abundance (%) of functional groups before and after reaction of
the 13C-enriched fullerola,b
Ketone

Carboxyl and
Vinyl Ether

C=C

Ketal, Hemiketal, and
Alcohol

Unreacted Fullerol

3

7

63

27

Dark Chlorination

5

28

36

31

Photochlorination

5

50

30

15

a

Determined with a 12 kHz MAS, 90°13C pulse, 41.0-ms FID, and 60-s relaxation delay. Areas include

any (weak) spinning sidebands (not shown in Figure 5.2). For each sample, only relatively small
changes in the relative intensities of most of the signals were observed upon lengthening the relaxation
delay from 30 s to 60 s. For each of the chlorinated samples, the signal at 171.7 ppm clearly results from
the most slowly relaxing carbons, which may not be fully relaxed even with a 60-s relaxation delay. 1H13

C CPMAS experiments with various contact times on the dark chlorinated sample showed that

quantitatively meaningful CPMAS spectra could not be obtained, which is not surprising for samples
with relatively few protons. Indeed, combining CPMAS with dipolar dephasing or combining direct 13C
pulse with dipolar dephasing showed that each band is dominated by quaternary carbons.
b

Only a limited amount of each sample was available. The unreacted fullerol (30 mg) was studied in a

thick-bottom zirconia rotor in order to maximize the amount of material in the rf coil region. The dark
chlorinated material filled about 60% of a thick-bottom zirconia rotor. The photochlorinated material
filled about 60% of a standard zirconia rotor. Not enough room remained to insert an upper silicon
nitride plug in any of the rotors.
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FTIR spectra of the parent fullerol and reacted products under varied reaction scenarios
are compared in Figure 5.3. For unreacted fullerol (Figure 5.3a), absorbance peaks centered at
ca. 1597, 1367, and 1065 cm-1 which have been identified as C=O, C-OH in plane bending and
C-O stretching, respectively.54, 55, 148, 159 After reaction with 10 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days (Figure 5.3b),
most of the peaks (oxygen moiety functional groups) remained in similar positions but with
slightly higher (relative) intensities, demonstrating that the extent of oxygenation of fullerol
increased over the reaction. With 100 mg/L free chlorine reaction for 1 day (Figure 5.3c), a
similar spectrum of the products was observed; for the same reaction after 5 days, a band of new
peaks appeared from 500 to 900 cm-1, which is likely to be due to C-Cl stretching, coupled with
epoxide structure emerging at ca. 1200 cm-1.54, 126 Under UVA irradiation, even for a 1 day
reaction, C-Cl stretching bonds were observed from 500 to 900 cm-1, with an obvious enhanced
C=O peak centered at 1600 cm-1 and a small shoulder at 1700 cm-1. This enhancement is
consistent with the increasing reaction rates observed and the oxychlorinated products
characterized by 13C-NMR above.
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Figure 5.3: FTIR-DRIFTS fullerol and reacted products spectra: (a) Parent fullerol; Reacted
fullerol with (b) 10 mg/L Cl2 for 5 days in dark; (c) 100 mg/L Cl2 for 1 day in dark; (d) 100 mg/L
Cl2 for 5 days in dark; (e) 100 mg/L Cl2 for 1 day under UVA irradiation (2 mW/cm2, 351 nm).
XPS analyses of pristine fullerol and reacted products, including both C (1s) and Cl
(2p) analyses (Figure 5.4), provide insight into relative C and Cl oxidation states. For unreacted
fullerol C (1s) (Figure 5.4a), (unoxidized, C=C/C-C) carbon at 284.8 eV (73.7%), but also monooxidized and di-oxidized carbons at 286.7 eV (19.1%) and 288.3 eV (7.2%) respectively, similar
to XPS characterization of other fullerols.54, 299, 301 After reacting with 10 mg/L free chlorine in
dark (Figure 5.4b), a decreased relative amount of C=C/C-C was observed as 68.7%, coupled
with the fraction of dioxidized and/or chlorinated carbons (C=O/C-Cl, 288.1 eV) increased to
11.0%.54,

256, 286

With a higher concentration of free chlorine (100 mg/L, Figure 5.4c),

underivatized carbon was further oxidized with a (decreasing) relative fraction observed at
59.1%, while those of C-O and C=O/C-Cl increased to 27.3% and 13.6%, respectively. Under
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UVA, oxidation of fullerol was enhanced (Figure 5.4d), as indicated by increased C-O (26.4%)
and C=O/C-Cl (16.9%) simultaneously (after 1 day reaction, 100 mg/L Cl2). Here recognizing
the limitation of XPS technique to differentiate C=O and C-Cl bonds, Cl (2p) analysis was also
conducted (Figure 5.4e-4h). For unreacted fullerol, a negligible Cl (2p) signal was observed
(Figure 5.4e), whereas chlorine 2p peaks (spin-orbit split peaks) at 197.3/199.0 eV
(61.3%/38.7%) (Figure 5.4f) were observed for 10 mg/L Cl2 in the dark due to the presence of
the chlorine ion existing in the reaction system (Figure S5.2)256, which is also consistent with
FTIR results, suggesting no obvious chlorine covalently bonded to carbon at comparably lower
chlorine concentrations. For higher Cl2 levels (100 mg/L, Figure 5.4g), besides the chlorine ions,
new split peaks with a higher binding energy appeared at 199.6/201.2 eV (13.2%/3.2%),
assigned as C-Cl formation, are present.256, 302-304 Fullerol exposure to 100 mg/L free chlorine
under photo-irradiation (Figure 5.4h), even for 1-day reaction, C-Cl groups increased at
200.0/201.5 eV (19.8%/9.2%); however, quantification of the C-Cl formation could not be
accurately made with confidence due to interfering background from chlorine ions.256, 305
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Figure 5.4: XPS spectra and curve-fitting analyses of unreacted fullerol and reacted products: (a)
Unreacted fullerol (C1s); Fullerol products reacted with (b) 10 mg/L Cl2 in dark for 5 days (C1s);
(c) 100 mg/L Cl2 in dark for 5 days (C1s); (d) 100 mg/L Cl2 with UVA for 1 day (C1s); (e)
Unreacted fullerol (Cl2p); Fullerol products reacted with (f) 10 mg/L Cl2 in dark for 5 days
(Cl2p); (g) 100 mg/L Cl2 in dark for 5 days (Cl2p); (h) 100 mg/L Cl2 with UVA for 1 day (Cl2p).
(UVA irradiation: 2 mW/cm2, 351 nm)
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Partitioning behavior of fullerol before and after (photo)chlorination was examined
with QCM-D (surface) and traditional water-octanol (phase) partition experiments (Figure 5.5).
Here polystyrene was selected as a model hydrophobic surface, similar to other reports.306, 307
After system equilibrium with 1.42 mM NaCl background electrolyte solution, parent or reacted
fullerol solutions (20 mg/L, pH ~ 7.5) were flowed over the polystyrene surfaces and monitored.
Compared with parent fullerol, higher frequency shifts (mass adsorbed) were observed for both
reacted products in the dark and UVA irradiation conditions. The total mass of the reacted
fullerol products (in the dark for 5 days) adsorbed on PS surfaces after 2500 seconds calculated
with the Sauerbrey model (Equation (2) doubled after the reaction, indicating that there is a more
favorable interaction with reacted products (for PS surfaces). Products reacted under UVA
irradiation, even after 4 hours of reaction time, were observed prefer PS as mass loading was
increased by ca. 60%, implying hydrophobic and van der Waals forces (dispersion forces) are
likely involved in intermolecular - surface forces.307-309 Initial deposition rates were calculated
based on the frequency shifting rates over the first 2 minutes after introducing the fullerol
solutions (Figure 5.5), which are not linearly proportional to the total mass adsorption, indicating
there are different surface interaction mechanisms due to different reaction pathways for groundstate and photo-excited reactions with free chlorine. Water-octanol partition experiments (Figure
5.5 inset, pH 7.5), showing similar surface interaction behaviors compared with QCM-D results,
further support the observation that reacted products are more hydrophobic. Kow increased ca.
10% after a 1-day reaction, and kept increasing to ca. 55% after 5 days reaction when compared
with the parent fullerol.
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5.4. Conclusions
To

summarize,

upon

exposure

to

free

chlorine,

significant,

covalent

transformations of hydroxylated fullerene were observed under both dark and light conditions
resulting in relatively more hydrophobic products. For all cases, UVA enhanced the
transformation process(es). Resulting products were involved with chlorinated and oxygenated
carbons, but remaining C60 cage structure preserved. Chemically functional groups alteration of
fullerol after reaction lead to further physical property changes of the nanoparticle’s surfaces,
creating more hydrophobic surfaces through a simultaneously de-hydroxylation process. As key
daughter product(s) upon fullerene exposure to sunlight and oxygen, resulting fullerol chemistry
in water is critical to understand for accurate material life cycle assessments, as highlighted in
this work.
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Figure 5.5: Surface properties characterization of fullerol and reacted products: QCM-D
measurement comparison of parent fullerol and reacted products (20 mg/L fullerol, 100 mg/L Cl2
under UVA/dark conditions) interaction with the polystyrene surface (pH = 7.5); Inset: Wateroctanol coefficients of fullerol and (photo)chlorinated products at pH 7.5.
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Chapter 5. Supporting Information
Description of reaction kinetics modeling for fullerol photochlorination, graphs for free
chlorine concentrations, XPS spectrum of NaCl, and table of TOC analyses are included.
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Reaction Kinetics of Fullerol Photochlorination
The reaction kinetics of fullerol and free chlorine under UV irradiation was observed
differently compared with that under dark conditions. The concentration of free chlorine did not
remain as constant but kept decreasing due to photo-decomposition, as shown in Figure S5.1.
Here, we have simplified fullerol oxidation reactions under UVA irradiation in the presence of
free chlorine to three dominant reactions, as shown in Equation S1-S3:
UV

Fullerol + O2 → Fullerolproducts,1
UV

Fullerol + Cl2 → Fullerolproducts,2

R1 = k1 [F]

(S1)

R2 =k2 [F][Cl2 ] = kobs,UV [F][Cl2 ]

(S2)

UV

Cl2 → Radicals species

R3 = -

d[Cl2 ]
dt

= k3

(S3)

here, k1, kobs,UV (k2) and k3 are rate constants for reaction (S1) - (S3), respectively. Free chlorine
concentration during reaction can be expressed as Equation S4, since the decaying of chlorine
under UV irradiation was observed as zero-order reactions with observed reaction rate constant
(k3) (Figure S5.1):
[Cl2 ] = [Cl2 ]0 - k3 t

(S4)

The reaction of fullerol photo-oxidation with oxygen was observed as first-order reaction regards
to fullerol concentration (Equation S1), which was also proved with Kong et al.61, and the rate
constant (k1) can be derived from the control experiments that fullerol concentrations changes
under aerobic conditions but in the absence of free chlorine (Figure 5.2b, Cl2 = 0 mg/L). Thus,
the overall reaction for fullerol chlorination/oxidation under aerobic conditions could be
expressed as:
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R=-

d[F]
dt

= R1 + R2 = k1 [F] +kobs,UV [F]([Cl2 ]0 -k3 t)

(Aerobic)

(S5)

however, as for anaerobic conditions, the reaction of fullerol photo-oxidation by oxygen (R1)
could be neglected and the overall reaction could be presented as:
R=-

d[F]
dt

= R2 = kobs,UV [F]([Cl2 ]0 -k3 t)
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(Anaerobic)

(S6)

Figure S5.1: Free chlorine concentrations during the reactions with different conditions: (a) 10
mg/L Cl2; (b) 50 mg/L Cl2; (c) 100 mg/L Cl2.
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Figure S5.2: Cl2p XPS spectrum of NaCl and curve fitting analysis.
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Table S5-1: Total organic carbon (mg/L) of fullerol solutions after reactions under different
experimental conditions (TOCunreacted fullerol = 10.95 ±0.19 mg/L)
Light Condition
Initial Cl2 (mg/L)
TOC (mg/L)

Dark (30d)
10
10.6±0.55

UVA (3h)

100
10.9±0.03
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10
10.38±0.55

100
10.67±0.12

Chapter 6 :Reduction of Hydroxylated Fullerene
(Fullerol) in Water by Zinc: Reaction and
Hemiketal Product Characterization
Results of this chapter have been published in Environmental Science & Technology 2014, 48,
(13), 7384-7392.

Abstract
Water soluble, hydroxylated fullerene (fullerol) materials have recently gained increasing
attention as they have been identified as the primary product(s) during the exposure of fullerenes
(as water stable, nanoscale aggregated C60) to UV light in water. The physical properties and
chemical reactivity of resulting fullerols, however, have not been thoroughly studied. In this
paper, we identified and characterized the reductive transformation of fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y)
by solid zinc metal (Zn(0)) through a series of batch reaction experiments and product
characterization, including 13C NMR, FTIR, XPS, UV-vis, DLS and TEM. Results indicated the
facile formation of water stable, pH sensitive hemiketal functionality as part of a relatively
reduced fullerol product. Further, aqueous physical behavior of the product fullerol, as measured
by octanol partitioning and surface deposition rates, was observed to significantly differ from the
parent material and is consistent with a relative increase in molecular (product) hydrophobicity.
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6.1. Introduction
Recently, there have been a number of reports regarding the photophysical (or
photoenhanced) transformation of water stable fullerene aggregates (as C60) in water under
ambient sunlight or controlled UV irradiation (UVA-UVC). Such transformation(s) in the
presence of sunlight, leading to oxidized, molecular soluble fullerenes, clearly demonstrate the
potential of fullerene environmental reactivity under ubiquitous conditions.54,

72

Upon UVA

irradiation (315-400 nm), aggregated C60 (also termed as nC60) in water was observed to be
covalently modified to include oxygen based functionalities resulting in soluble product(s),
which were identified as fullerols (also termed as fullerenols).55 Hou et al. described the products
of nC60 sunlight exposure over the course of 947 hours in water (open system) to be a mixture of
oxygen-containing functional groups, including vinyl ether, carbonyl or carboxyl groups,
resembling commercially available fullerols (C60(O)x(OH)y, where x+y = 22).56 Lee et al.
observed similar, photochemical transformation(s) of nC60 upon UVC irradiation (254 nm) for
110 hours and also identified water-soluble, fullerols as stable products with an average of ca. 22
oxygen additions per C60 cage molecule.54 Besides being a key daughter product of light-induced
fullerene transformations in water, fullerols are used as starting materials for the synthesis of
fullerene-containing polymers, underscoring industrial relevance.272, 273
Fullerols are a general class of oxidized fullerene derivatives, which are often poorly
defined and normally synthesized and applied with a distribution of oxygen functionalities.
Generic C60-based fullerols are often expressed as C60(OH)n and with hydroxyl numbers varying
from 8 to 40 reported as the n average.48, 57, 159, 274-277 The number and pattern distribution of
oxygen moieties can differ widely depending on the synthesis route, significantly affect fullerol’s
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properties including solvent solubility, toxicity, reactivity and aggregation behavior in aqueous
systems.60,

62, 139, 162, 310-312

For example, hydroxylation of C60 to a fullerol can enhance its

aqueous solubility by up to 10 orders of magnitude, reaching a maximum value reported as 58.9
mg/mL.48 Further, the aqueous properties and behaviors, including simulated environmental
transport of hydroxylated C60, differ significantly from those of parent C60.55, 166, 220, 278 Xiao and
Wiesner compared the transport behavior of aqueous stable C60 aggregates (termed in their work
as aqu-nC60) and hydroxylated C60 in a biofilm-laden, porous media column experiment and
demonstrated that the retention of fullerols was significantly higher than water stable C60
aggregates.278 Additionally, the reactivity of fullerols can differ considerably from the parent
(underivatized) fullerene materials. A number of previous studies have demonstrated efficient,
fullerol-catalyzed production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) under UV or sunlight
irradiation.58,

60, 61

Under similar conditions, C60 in water, as water stable nC60, does not

efficiently catalyze such ROS production.34,

72,
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ROS generation through fullerol

photosensitization was suggested as a potential causal agent involved in inactivating exposed
cells.98, 138, 139 While clear differences have been observed in the biological response of fullerols
when compared to underivatized fullerenes (as nC60), to date, there is no clear structure function
relationship regarding specific fullerol response despite a number of studies evaluating fullerol
toxicity when exposed to human cell lines, bacteria and viruses.98, 138, 139, 279, 313
The chemistry of fullerenes and fullerene derivatives, including fullerols, in organic
solvents has been studied extensively in contrast to aqueous systems, which have been less
studied due to inherent solubility limitations.4, 125-127, 196, 314-318 A wide variety of C60 oxidation
reactions in organic solvents has been demonstrated including the reactions with ozone, fluorine
and chlorine gas, osmium tetroxide, among others.4,
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125-127, 196, 316

Further, a number of C60

reduction reactions have also been described and include reduction by metals, electrochemical
approaches and even organic donor molecule reactions.314, 319, 320 Bergosh et al. demonstrated the
reduction of fullerene in toluene with a series of metals leading to C60Hx (x = 4-6) formation with
reduction potentials ranging from -0.14 V (tin) to -2.36 V (magnesium).314

Under strict

anaerobic conditions, cyclic voltammetric characterization of C60 reduction reaction potentials
(in CH3CN/toluene), observed a maximum addition of up to six electrons (C606-), with stepwise
half reduction potential (E1/2 of Fc/Fc+), ranging from -0.98 to -3.26 V.15 While not as widely
studied, electrochemical reduction of a pure fullerol (C60(OH)6 in dimethylformamide)
demonstrated two quasi-reversible reduction potentials of -1.24 V and -1.72 V (E1/2 of Fc/Fc+),
followed with two re-oxidation reactions occurring at -1.26 V and -1.62 V.283 To date, few other
studies have systematically investigated further oxidation and/or reduction reactions of
hydroxylated fullerenes (fullerols), especially in aqueous systems.
The fact that fullerols represent the major product(s) of aqueous fullerene exposure to
sunlight (in the presence of oxygen)56,

72

underpins the need for the corresponding aqueous

chemistry to be well understood as it is critical for accurate environmental lifecycle and risk
assessments. Building upon what is currently understood regarding fullerol reactivity in water,
herein we demonstrate an aqueous fullerol reduction reaction for the first time. Specifically, we
describe the reductive transformation of fullerol (as C60(OH)x(ONa)y) by solid zinc metal
(Zn(0)), which has been demonstrated to reduce a wide range of dissolved contaminants321-325,
through a series of batch reaction experiments and detailed product characterization using UVvis spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), total organic carbon (TOC)
analysis, dynamic light scattering (DLS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and 13C-nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (13C NMR). Last,
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we demonstrate the aqueous physical behavior of the product fullerol differs significantly from
parent material, consistent with an increase in molecular (product) hydrophobicity as measured
by octanol partitioning (Kow) and surface deposition rates (using a quartz crystal microbalance).

6.2. Materials and Methods
6.2.1. Materials
Fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y = 8-10, x+y ~ 24, purity >99%) and

13

C-labeled (ca. 25%

enriched) fullerol (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, y = 8-10, x+y ~ 24, purity >99%) were purchased from
MER (Tucson, AZ). The solid zinc powder (diameter <425 μm) was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Solid zinc powder was washed three times with ultrapure water (>18.2
MΩ-cm resistivity, Milli-Q, Millipore Corp., MA) and separated at 1000 rpm (5810 Centrifuge,
Eppendorf, NY) to remove any dissolved Zn or impurities. The specific surface area of the
washed Zn powder was quantified as 0.49 m2/g by BET-N2 adsorption isotherm (Quantichrome
Inc., FL). ZnCl2 (99.99% purity, trace metal basis) was purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA). 1-Octanol was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Fullerol stock suspensions (40
mg/L) were prepared by adding powder fullerol to ultrapure water and stirring for 24 hours in the
dark. The golden-colored suspensions were vacuum filtered through 0.22 μm PES membrane and
stored in the dark at room temperature (21.0 ± 1.0 °C). Stock suspensions remained stable in
water for months according to UV-vis, DLS, and visual inspection.

6.2.2. Batch Fullerol Reduction Experiments
Batch fullerol reduction experiments were conducted, under both ambient atmospheric
and anaerobic conditions. Reaction solutions of 20 mg/L fullerol were prepared in borosilicate
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glass vials (coated with aluminum foil to prevent light irradiation) via 40 mg/L fullerol stock
solution dilution. 0.05g/L or 0.5 g/L solid Zn was then added to each reactor which initiated the
reaction. All experiments were run in triplicate on a multi-position stir plate (Variomag Poly,
Thermo Scientific, NC) at room temperature. For each, pH was recorded initially, and monitored
periodically throughout the reaction (SevenMulti, Mettler Toledo, OH). pHs of the system
slightly increased at the beginning and remained in the range from 6.8 to 7.5 (Figure S6.1). To
avoid any complications from possible buffer-metal interactions, additional buffer was not used
besides the bicarbonate present from atmospheric CO2 exposure. Sample aliquots of 1-5 mL
were taken at appropriate time intervals and filtered with 0.22 μm PES syringe membrane
(Millipore Corporation, MA) to remove solid zinc particulates. UV-vis absorption spectra were
taken immediately after sampling, scanning from 190 nm to 800 nm with 0.5 nm interval using a
UV-visible spectrophotometer (Varian Cary Bio50) with background correction of pure water.
The wavelength of 285 nm was referred to quantify parent fullerol as it was determined to be a
wavelength of high (sensitive) molar adsorption coefficient (ranging from 2.896 - 2.971×104 M1

cm-1) for the parent fullerol for this reaction (see Figure 6.1). The oxidized Zn ion and

complexes (as Zn(II)) concentrations and total organic carbon present in the system during the
reaction were measured by ICP-MS (7500 Series, Agilent, CA) and TOC-L total organic carbon
analyzer (Shimadzu Scientific Instrument, Inc., MD), respectively. For TOC analysis samples
with and without centrifugation were compared to determine if dissolved carbon (as fullerol) is
lost from the supernatant (due to fullerol aggregation or sorption to solid Zn) during
centrifugation. For experiments under anaerobic conditions, the solutions were bubbled with N2
gas (Airgas, MO) for more than 1 hour to remove dissolved oxygen and were then stored in glass
vials sealed with Teflon coated stoppers. During the reaction, the reactor headspace was
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continuously purged with a custom N2 / 400 ppm CO2 gas blend (CeeKay gas, MO) to remove
oxygen from the system while maintaining atmospheric level of CO2, thus keeping pH buffering
capacity consistent with those of the ambient experiments. Control experiments of 0.05g/L solid
Zn loaded in ultrapure water adjusted to the same initial pH as fullerol solution were conducted
concurrently to compare the Zn(II) concentrations produced as a result of any reactions with
water and/or oxygen. Upon reaction cessation, products were collected for FTIR,

13

C NMR,

XPS, TEM, DLS, QCM-D and water-octanol partition characterization described below.

6.2.3. Product Characterization
The particle size distributions of the fullerols before and after reaction were compared
through dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis using a ZetaSizer Nano (Malvern Instruments,
UK). TEM specimens were prepared by a flash drop preparation and ca. 30 μL of parent fullerol
or reduced products (filtered with 0.22 µm PES to remove any solid Zn and precipitates)
suspension on the 400 mesh carbon-coated copper grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences, PA) and
immediate evaporation of the remaining water at room temperature. TEM images were taken
using a FEI Spirit transmission electron microscope at 120 kV voltage. Solid-state FTIR analysis
was performed by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (Nexus 470 FT-IR,
Thermo Nicolet, NC). To produce solid samples for FTIR analysis, concentrated fullerol or
product fullerol suspensions were prepared by adding 5 mg fullerol and 125 mg solid Zn(0) (for
the case of products) to 10 mL ultrapure water and stirring for 4 days in the dark. After
centrifugation at 1000 rpm, the fullerol suspension was collected and this process was repeated
for 3 times to remove all the Zn solid and precipitates from fullerol system. Parent fullerol or
reduced products at varied pH (pH 1 and 12) were adjusted with HCl or NaOH before stirring for
24 hours. The fullerol or products were subsequently dried in a vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific,
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NC) for 2 days at room temperature. To prepare the pristine and reacted fullerol powders for IR
analysis, each was mixed, in an agate mortar and pestle, with KBr powder (Spectrograde,
International Crystal Lab, NJ) at a 1:10 ratio, which was determined to be optimum. A KBr
background spectrum was collected for subtraction prior to sample spectrum collection. Solidstate NMR analysis was conducted to compare the

13

C-enriched (ca. 25%) fullerol

(C60(OH)x(ONa)y) before and after Zn(0) reduction. To prepare the reduced fullerol powders, 13
mg

13

C-enriched fullerol powder and 100 mg Zn were placed in 10 mL D2O (deuterium

enrichment 99.99%, Sigma Aldrich, MO) and allowed to react for 4 days. The solid reduced
fullerol sample was collected for NMR analysis by the procedure detailed above for FTIR solid
sample preparation. Direct

13

C pulse NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance

spectrometer (50.3 MHz 13C, 200.1 MHz 1H) with a probe for spinning rotors with a 4 mm outer
diameter. Chemical shifts are relative to the glycine carbonyl carbon defined as 176.46 ppm.326
(Additional details are in Figure 6.2 caption.) Samples for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis were first centrifuged at 1000 rpm to remove solid Zn and then carefully dried (a
number of sequential 100 µL sample aliquots were added/dried to preserve spot size) onto a gold
coated (20 nm) silicon wafer in a vacuum oven at room temperature. XPS analyses of reduced
fullerol with different Zn(0) concentrations (20 mg/L fullerol with 0, 1, 2 and 4 g/L Zn(0)) were
performed with a PHI Quantera SXM scanning X-ray microprobe with monochromatic Al source
and conducted at 26 eV pass energy with a 200 μm X-ray spot size.

6.2.4. Quartz Crystal Microbalance Analysis
Surface interactions of fullerols, both before and after reduction reactions, were evaluated
using a quartz crystal microbalance-with dissipation (QCM-D E4, Q-Sense AB, Sweden) with
polystyrene-coated (hydrophobic)287 sensor (QSX-305, Q-sense). Sensors surfaces were prepared
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following protocols described by Penfold and Naderi.289, 290 Polystyrene-coated quartz crystals
were presoaked in 1% Deconex 11 for 30 minutes at 30°C. Surfaces were rinsed and kept in
ultrapure water for at least 2 hours, then rinsed with 99% ethanol and dried with N2 gas.
QCM-D measurements were initiated at 22°C with flowing air for 10 minutes. Next,
ultrapure water was then flowed over the sensor with a rate of 100 μL/min. A ZnCl2 buffer
solution was then added into the system for appropriate background correction (mimicking final
reaction solution conditions with 0.5 g/L Zn). Fullerol suspensions (parent and product both at 20
mg/L) were then allowed to flow through the measurement chambers for ca. 1 hour. All of the
solutions were flowed at the same rate as 100 μL/min. When switching inflowing solutions, the
flow was reversed for 5 seconds to avoid air bubbles before returning the flow to the forward
direction and allowing the buffer solutions to flow into the modules. All QCM-D experiments
were conducted in triplicate for each experimental condition described. As the fullerol solutions
were flowed over the sensor, surface deposition alters the oscillation frequency of the crystal
which can be linearly correlated to mass (fullerol) adsorbed on the sensor surface using the
Sauerbrey model291:
1

∆m = -C n ∆f

(1)

where Δm is the mass of fullerol nanoparticles deposited, Δf is the shift in resonance frequency,
n is the overtone number of the system (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 13), and C is the crystal constant(17.7
ng/(Hz-cm2)). In this study, the third overtone was selected to calculate the mass change of the
quartz surface.223, 292
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6.2.5. Octanol-Water Partition Coefficient Measurements
Water-octanol partition coefficients were widely used to evaluate the potential fate and
distribution of molecules, including fullerols, in the environment.220, 222, 327 Here, 8 mL of a 20
mg/L fullerol or reduced product solution was mixed with 1-octanol of the same volume in glass
bottles by the rotary shaker (Labquake, Thermo Scientific, UT) for 3 hours in the dark. The
mixtures were then equilibrated for 24 hours and analyzed for the ratio of the fullerol
concentrations in octanol and water phase to determine octanol-water partition coefficients
according to equation (2):
Kow =

C0
Cw

=

[Abs]285nm,i - k*[Abs]285nm,f
[Abs]285nm,f

(2)

The concentrations of fullerol or the reduced products left in the water phase were determined by
the UV absorbance of fullerol in water after partitioning at 285 nm wavelength through UV-vis
detection ([Abs.]285nm,f). The concentrations in the octanol phase were calculated through
subtracting the absorbance in water phase from the initial absorbance at 285 nm wavelength
([Abs.]285nm,i). The partition coefficients were corrected by the concentrating (volume change)
factor k determined experimentally, as the volume of water dissolved into octanol phase cannot
be neglected for these systems. The Kow of parent fullerol and reduced products were evaluated
at pH as 4, 7 and 10 through treatment with NaOH or HCl before partitioning experiments. All
the above experiments were conducted in triplicate to calculate Kow in each condition.

6.3. Results and Discussion
Batch reaction results in Figure 6.1 show a decreasing 285 nm absorbance response for
fullerol in the presence of solid zinc, with a corresponding increasing level of oxidized zinc as
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Zn(II) increasing over time, indicating a reduction-oxidation (redox) reaction had occurred. The
UV-vis absorption spectrum of parent fullerol starting at 20 mg/L, decreased with the reaction
time (Figure 6.1b), was also visually confirmed by the gradual but distinct change of solution
color from yellow to near clear after 10 days of reaction (Figure 6.1a) with no fullerol
precipitation observed. Further, Figure 1c shows the final reaction rates and extent to increase
with the solid Zn concentration (0, 0.05, 0.5 g/L). Such an increase in reaction rate is
hypothesized to be due, in part, to increased available reactive surface area of solid zinc powder;
however, rates were not linearly related to the Zn(0) concentrations in the system, implying that
more complicated heterogeneous, solid-aqueous reaction mechanisms are likely involved. It
should be noted that monitoring the absorption at 285 nm to quantify (decreasing) parent fullerol
concentration as the reaction proceeds is limited by the fact that the heterogeneously changing
products will have varied absorption coefficients, and thus, this method can only provide a
relative, qualitative analysis for the reaction rate observations. Differential released zinc (as
Zn(II)) during the reaction is also demonstrated in Figure 6.1d, which was significantly higher
compared to a pure water (fullerol free) control. Total Zn(II) production in the system resulting
from the oxidation of Zn(0) by water, oxygen and fullerol is qualitatively illustrated in Equations
(3) – (5):
Zn + 2H2 O → Zn2+ + 2OH- + H2

(3)

2Zn + O2 (aq) + 2H2 O → 2Zn2+ + 4OHZn + Fullerol → Zn2+ + Fullerol (reduced) + 2OH-

(4)
(5)

Wang et al. demonstrated the minimum reduction potential of C60(OH)6 was -1.24 V (vs.
Fc/Fc+).283 However, here we observe that with a higher number of oxygen atoms (more
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oxidized) (C60(OH)x(ONa)y, x+y ~ 24), fullerol reduction reaction can be initiated at or below 0.76 V, zinc’s reduction potential.328 Under anaerobic conditions, Zn2+ release rates remained at
the same level compared to those observed for open atmospheric conditions (20.95% O2 by
volume), indicating that, for this system, dissolved oxygen had little observable effect on the rate
of Zn(0) oxidation. Further, it also suggests that reduced fullerol products did not cycle back to
their previous form (or more oxidized form) when there was available dissolved oxygen. The pH
of the batch reactions increased slightly, as expected according to equations 3 and 5, but
remained circumneutral from 6.8 to 7.5, during all reactions (SI, Figure S6.1). Total fullerol
(carbon) concentration, measured by total dissolved organic carbon (TOC), was consistent with
the initial carbon concentration and the carbon mass was conserved for all reactions indicating
minimal, if any, losses to precipitation, sorption or volatilization (SI, Figure S6.2).
The number-weighted size distribution obtained from DLS analysis (SI, Figure S6.3a)
indicated a bimodal distribution upon reduction. In addition to the the ca. 50 nm average radius
of the parent (soft) cluster size, which has been documented for similar fullerols162, an additional
population was consistently observed with an average radius around 12 nm after reduction,
indicating an altered cluster dynamic. Consistent with the changing hydrodynamic size
distribution, the physical morphology of the reacted fullerol clusters, as imaged in Figure S6.3b,
also differs. In agreement with DLS analysis, soft fullerol parent clusters were observed in
Figure S6.3b i and ii. Also in line with DLS results, product clusters appeared to be much loser
with a larger percentage of smaller and more diffuse clustering as shown in Figure S6.3b iii and
iv. Altered aggregation tendencies of the product may result from the changing functional
group(s) van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding environments, which in turn effect soft
cluster formation and/or stabilization. Previous studies have demonstrated that the type and
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number of oxygen-based functional groups can affect the morphology of the fullerol clusters.162,
329

a

i

ii

iii

iv

v

b

vi

c

d

Figure 6.1: Reduction of fullerol by Zn(0): (a) Fullerol solution filtered with 0.22 μm membrane
(Unreacted Fullerol (i); Zn reduced fullerol for 1day (ii), 3 days (iii), 5 days (iv), 7 days (v) and
10 days (vi)); (b) Fullerol (20 mg/L) UV spectra as a function of reaction time at pH 6-7 during
the batch reaction ([Zn] = 0.5 g/L); (c) Fullerol UV adsorption at 285 nm as a function of time
(Fullerol control included: [Zn] = 0 g/L); (d) Dissolved Zn(II) concentrations in the system as a
function of reaction time ([Zn] = 0.05 g/L).
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13

C NMR solid state analysis of 13C-labeled (ca. 25% enrichment) parent fullerol (Figure

6.2a) showed a typical fullerene strained C=C peak at 144 ppm shift, similar to bulk C60 at 143
ppm (but slightly upfield from that of nC60 in D2O which has an observed C=C peak centered at
146 ppm).6, 330 Additionally, three other significant signals appear, at 75.41 ppm (hydroxylated
sp3 carbons)277, 174.66 ppm (carbonyl carbons, as carboxyl groups)56,

84

(carbonyl carbons, as ketones). Compared with the parent fullerol, the

13

and 193.39 ppm

C spectrum of the

reduced product (Figure 6.2b) differs significantly, particularly in the greater intensity in the
region near 170-175 ppm and the more pronounced downfield shoulder on the aliphatic carbon
signal. This comparable increased intensity near 100 ppm and the distinct new signal at 168.66
ppm are consistent with the formation of hemiketal functionality and vinyl ether carbon. 84, 277
The strong signal that remains at 175 ppm is consistent with the presence of carbonyl groups
which are most likely carboxyl groups. Further, the C=C shift to 138.96 ppm from the original
143.97 ppm may indicate a possible change in bond angle associated with lowered molecular
strain. A similar shift was reported by Fortner et al. upon the oxidation of pure C60 with ozone in
water that also resulted in less strained products.84
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175.28
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Figure 6.2: 13C NMR spectrum of (a) parent fullerol (25% 13C enriched) obtained with 14.2 kHz
MAS, 90° 13C pulse, 20.5-ms FID, 10-s relaxation delay, 360 scans, 50 Hz (1 ppm) of line
broadening and (b) reduction product (25% 13C enriched, approx. 13 mg) obtained with 13 kHz
MAS, 90°13C pulse, 41.0-ms FID, 20-s relaxation delay, 12,200 scans, 25 Hz (0.5 ppm) of line
broadening.
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The FTIR solid-state spectra of the parent fullerol and the reduced products are shown for
comparison in Figure 6.3a. The peaks centered at 1346 cm-1 and 1076 cm-1 are indicative of COH in plane bending and C-O stretching, respectively, characteristic of hydroxyl
functionalization.159 The peak centered at 1620 cm-1 with a small shoulder at 1700 cm-1 is
attributed to the carbonyl carbon or ketone in the parent fullerol54,

160, 331

, which is formed

through a pinacol rearrangement in the aqueous phase as described by Chiang et al. 277 FTIR
spectra of the products at pH 7.5 also exhibit split peak absorbance centered 1076 cm -1,
indicative of C-O stretching, albeit at lower response than the parent, which is not split.
Additionally, the resulting peak at 1200 cm-1 indicates potential presence of a strained carbonoxygen bond scenario (e.g. C-O-C along the carbon cage) in the reduced product.54 The changing
IR response of the reduced products at varied pH (pH 1, 7.5 and 12) supports a pH sensitive
hemiketal product structure which is in line with NMR results discussed above (hemiketal
carbon suggested by the comparable increasing of intensity near 100 ppm and appearance of
vinyl ether carbon at about 170 ppm).84, 277 At pH 12, the reduced fullerol products lose ketone
functionality (disappearance of -C=O at 1600-1700 cm-1) with a complete shift to hemiketal
structures as expected. To further demonstrate that hemiketal formation was a result of reduction,
FTIR spectra of the parent fullerol at the same pH values are also compared in Figure 6.3b. In
contrast with the reduced products, the carbonyl groups remained relatively stable at all pH
values, indicating little to no ketone structure conversion and thus little to no original hemiketal
functionality.
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Figure 6.3: FTIR-DRIFTS fullerol spectra: (a) Before and after reduction (Reduced fullerol
product at pH 1, pH 7.5 and pH 12); (b) Parent fullerol at pH 1, pH 7 and pH 12.
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Based on characterization results presented and previous literature reports, product
functionality is shown in Figure 6.4. In water, it has been established that similar fullerols can
undergo a pinacol-like rearrangement, leading to a corresponding carbonyl group in the fullerol
structure (Figure 6.4iii).277 This is shown as the red portion of Figure 6.4 and is directly
supported by parent 13C NMR and FTIR analyses in this work and elsewhere.277 Upon reduction,
pH sensitive hemiketal functionality (Figure 6.4iv), which has been identified here (Figures 2
and 3), can undergo facile acid conversion (i.e., pH adjustment) to corresponding ketone
structures as shown in Figure 6.4iv to Figure 6.4vi, as detailed by Chiang et al.11 As transient
reaction intermediates identification was beyond the scope of this work, the authors recognize
that alternative reduction pathways resulting in hemiketal functionality are possible.

XPS

analysis of the parent and reduced fullerol product, presented in Table S6-1, was used to
compare the carbon(1s) oxidation state ratios of the reactants and products. The peaks with the
lowest binding energy (ca. 284 eV) represent underivatized, elemental carbon in the fullerol
structure, while other peaks with binding energy at ca. 286 eV and ca. 288 eV are assigned to
mono-oxidized carbon (C-O) and di-oxidized carbon (C=O, O-C-O), respectively47, 54, 84. The
ratios of underivatized, mono-oxidized and di-oxidized carbon in the reduced fullerol products
remained at nearly the same levels compared to the parent fullerol (0 g/L Zn solid).
Correspondingly, a resulting hemiketal structure should possess the same, relative amount of
mono-oxidized and di-oxidized carbons, which is consistent with these XPS results. A noted
limitation of XPS here is based on the difficulty in differentiating the C=O and -O-C-Oaccurately.
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Figure 6.4: Proposed reduction pathways of fullerol by Zn(0). (Red line: Pinacol rearrangement
of fullerol in the aqueous solution;277 Black line: Hemiketal structure formation and equilibrium)
Finally, quartz crystal microbalance sorption analysis and traditional liquid-liquid
partitioning measurements were employed to compare the interaction(s), of parent fullerol and
reduced products with a hydrophobic surface and non-aqueous phase liquid (here as octanol,
Kow). Figure 6.5 shows the frequency shift (thus mass addition) over time when flowing (at a
flow rate of 100 μL/min) solution of 20 mg/L fullerol (or reduced fullerol) over a polystyrene
coated sensor surface at pH 7 with a normalized background concentration of Zn2+ and Cl-. A
faster rate of frequency change, thus higher rate of surface associated fullerol mass, was
observed for the reduced products, indicating a more favorable interaction with the hydrophobic
PS surface.306,

307

Using the Sauerbrey model291, the mass of the fullerols associated onto

polystyrene surfaces was calculated at times of 3000 s, 4000 s and 5000 s, as illustrated in
Figure 6.5. The adsorbed mass of reduced fullerol reached 97.7 ± 6.5 ng/cm2 at 5000 s, which is
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ca. 27% higher than the adsorbed mass of the unreacted fullerol (76.7 ± 5.7 ng/cm 2).
Comparative octanol-water partition coefficients (Kow) are shown in Figure S6.4. The Kow of
unreacted fullerol at pH 7 was 0.23 ± 0.02, which was slightly higher than that reported by a
previous study of similar materials by Xiao and Wiesner as 0.12 ± 0.03.220 The measured Kow of
fullerol product was 0.429 ± 0.024, which is ca. 85% higher than the parent fullerol at pH 7,
supporting QCM-D observations. These results imply that the product fullerol is relatively more
hydrophobic as a reduced hemiketal structure, which is possibly due to a more evenly distributed
dipole moment at circumneutral pH (Figure 6.4iii vs. 6.4iv).

Figure 6.5: QCM-D measurement comparison of parent fullerol and reduced product interaction
with the polystyrene surface.
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6.4. Conclusions
To summarize, an aqueous fullerol reduction reaction with Zn(0) has been identified and
characterized. The reaction rate and extent were observed to increase with Zn(0) concentration
while the presence of dissolved oxygen had no observable effect. Characterization analyses
indicate significant chemical transformation of parent fullerol occurred, with the 60-carbon based
cage structure conserved, resulting in new pH sensitive hemiketal functionality. Reduced fullerol
products, while still effectively soluble, are relatively more hydrophobic than parent material.
Taken together, this work highlights the importance of the environmental aqueous chemistry of
fullerenes, and other curved-carbon engineered nanostructures, as it relates to material cycling specifically in reducing scenarios. As water-soluble fullerol generation can be reasonably
expected through fullerene photo-oxidation (via sunlight) or ozone exposure, additional
environmental reactions, including reductions and even further oxidizing scenarios, should be
evaluated to understand the ultimate fate of these and similar materials in the environment.
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Chapter 6. Supporting Information
Profiles of system pH, TOC concentrations, products size distributions, TEM images,
octanol-water coefficients, and table of XPS C1s analyses are included.
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Figure S6.1: System pH of 20 mg/L fullerol reacted with 0.05 g/L Zn as a function of time.
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10mg/L

Figure S6.2: TOC concentration of 20 mg/L fullerol solution with 0.5 g/L Zn as a function of
reaction time (Sample centrifuged: The TOC concentration of the supernatant of fullerol sample
after centrifuge at 1000 rpm to remove Zn solid and other precipitates; Sample sonicated after
centrifugation: The TOC concentration of the fullerol solution sonicated after supernatant were
sampled.)
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Figure S6.3: Change in fullerol particle size and shape during the reduction reaction: (a)
Number-weighted size distribution of the unreacted fullerol (20 mg/L fullerol) and reduced
fullerol (20 mg/L fullerol reacted 0.5 g/L Zn for 5 days); (b) The TEM images of the fullerols: (iii) Unreacted fullerol (20 mg/L fullerol); (iii-iv) Zn-reduced product (20 mg/L fullerol reacted
with 0.5 g/L Zn for 5 days). (Scale bar:100 nm)
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Figure S6.4: Octanol-water partitioning coefficients of fullerol and reduced product at pH 4, pH
7 and pH 10. (Unreacted fullerol: 20 mg/L fullerol solution; Zn-reduced fullerol: 20 mg/L
fullerol reacted with 0.5 g/L Zn for 5 days.)
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Table S6-1: C(1s) XPS analysis of fullerol and reduced fullerol products at different Zn
concentrations.

Peak 2

MonoOxidized
Carbon_%
C(1s)

Peak 3

Di-Oxidized
C_% C(1s)

Zn (g/L)

Peak 1

Underivatized
Carbon_%
C(1s)

0

284.05

74.3±5.9

285.97

18.0±3.6

287.81

7.7±2.4

1

283.99

67.7±2.2

285.68

22.3±1.0

287.74

10±3.0

2

284.04

69.7±1.7

285.86

22.7±1.5

287.75

7.6±1.6

4

284.15

67.2±1.4

286.05

22.3±2.0

287.85

10.5±2.2
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Chapter 7 :Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1. Conclusions
In summary, this work advanced fundamental understanding of fullerene reaction
pathways/mechanisms in aquatic systems. Data directly expand the current state of the art with
regard to fullerene environmental chemistry and will improve understanding of the ultimate fate
of these, and other similar, carbon-based materials in the natural systems. As supported by this
thesis, the chemical reaction cycle of fullerenes in aqueous phase is further supported, as
summarized in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Oxidation-reduction reaction cycle of fullerenes in water.
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Task 1: Solid State Fullerene Solvation and Derivation in Water
Based on the results of task 1, despite exceeding hydrophobicity, solid C60 and its
hydrogenated derivatives (C60Hx) can readily become water available via simple mixing into
water in the presence of light and oxygen. Nano-scale C60 aggregates (nC60) and oxidized
fullerene derivatives (fullerol) were identified and characterized as the key components of
solvated products in water from solid C60 and C60Hx, respectively. For both of the solvation
processes, the formation rates are functions of light irradiation intensity/wavelength, electron
acceptors (including ROS), and oxidized fullerene intermediates. Light and effective electron
acceptors were quantitatively demonstrated to play critical roles during the solvation processes.
Task 2: Water Soluble Fullerene Oxidation Reaction Kinetics and Pathways
Water stable/soluble fullerene (e.g. nC60 and fullerol (from Task 1)) can be further
chemically transformed under environmentally oxidizing scenarios, as illustrated in Task 2. In
the ground state (dark), nC60 was observed to undergo oxychlorination in the presence of free
chlorine, a commonly used oxidant for water treatment. Oxidation reaction rates increase with
free chlorine concentration, are reversely related to the system pH. Resulting products, with
oxygen and chlorine covalently bonds, stabilities were significantly enhanced compared to parent
materials, especially for low pH and ionic strength solutions. Further, oxidized fullerene
derivatives (fullerol) can also be further oxidized with free chlorine, under both light (photoexcited state) and dark (ground state) conditions. Under photo-irradiation, both the reaction
kinetics and extent of products oxidation were significantly enhanced, with reactive radical
species demonstrated to be involved. Significant surfaces property alteration was also observed,
and (further) oxidized products exhibit significantly different aggregation behaviors compared to
parent fullerols.
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Task 3: Water Soluble Fullerene Reduction Reaction Kinetics and Pathways
As demonstrated in Tasks 1 and 2, water soluble oxidized fullerene (fullerol) can form
through either solvation processes or through other oxidation pathways in water. In Task 3,
fullerol reduction was detailed under environmentally relevant reducing scenarios with Zn(0).
Reaction rates and extents were enhanced as the reduction-oxidation potential increased (Zn(0)
concentration raised). Significant chemical transformation of parent fullerol was identified,
resulting in newly formed hemiketal functionality. Reduced products are relatively more
hydrophobic as measured with traditional partition experiments and QCM-D analysis. Based on
product characterization, a new reaction pathway was proposed.

7.2. Future Work Recommendations
Based on the results, significance, and implications of this dissertation, I offer the
following future work recommendations:
(1) In order to comprehensively understand the behavior of solid fullerenes at natural
occurring air-water interfaces, additional investigation of solvation and derivatization processes
under a wider range of environmentally relevant scenarios is needed. The following processes
are suggested: (a) in the absence of light (dark) with various electron acceptors/donors and/or
radicals sources (e.g. Fenton reaction as •OH source) in order to compare/de-convolute the
solvation/derivatization reactivities of C60 in ground state and photo-excited state; (b) additional
evaluation of reductive scenarios in the presence of light (Zero-valent metals, NADH, NOM,
etc.).
(2) In the aqueous phase, water stable or soluble C60 can be exposed to a set of oxidizing
reacting scenarios or reducing reacting scenarios, over a series of effective electron
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acceptors/donors (e.g. NADH (-0.32V, NADH/NAD-), SO32- (-0.17V, SO32-/HSO4-), Zn (0.76V, Zn2+/Zn), H2 (0.41V, H+/H2), ClO4- (+1.23V, ClO4-/ ClO3-), Cr2O72- (+1.33V, Cr2O72/Cr3+), MnO4- (+1.51V, MnO4-/Mn2+) ClO- (+0.89V, ClO-/Cl-), H2O2 (+1.763V, H2O2/H2O) etc.).
Based on the developed investigation protocol/tools in this dissertation, the reaction library
(kinetics and resulting products identification) of the fullerene water chemistry can be and should
be integrated and explored further.
(3) Besides derivative physicochemical properties, as collected in this dissertation,
resulting products from different reacting systems are suggested to be further characterized,
including the evaluation of the interaction of those products with different environment media,
such bacteria (toxicity assessment), nanoparticles (heterogeneous aggregation behaviors
investigation), different environmental surfaces (transport behaviors through column study or
QCM-D). The distribution of parent and reacted products in environmental phases (air, water,
soil, and biosystems) can also be quantified with 13C-labeled carbon tracking.
(4) Based on the extensive characterization of a variety of aqueous (green) reaction
conditions, fullerene materials could be further developed, in water, for expanded applications.
For example, with delocalized conjugated pi system and electron-accepting ability, fullerenes
can effectively promote rapid photo-induced charge separation and slow charge recombination,
further improving the photo-catalyzing properties of various light-sensitive materials.

The

composition of fullerenes with a variety of common used photo-catalysts (e.g. TiO2, ZrO2,
KTaO3, SrTiO3, CdS, etc.), which can be achieved through hydro-thermal synthesis processes,
may be applied in a variety of waste stream technologies, among others.
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